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CRITERIA AND TOOLS FOR SCIENTIFIC
SOFTWARE QUALITY MEASUREMENTS

A report prepared by Mark Y. Tseng, Previse Inc., under contract
to the Atomic Energy Control Board.

ABSTRACT

Not all software used in the nuclear industry needs the rigorous
formal verification, reliability testing and quality assessment
that are being applied to safety critical software. Recently,
however, there is increasing recognition that systematic and
objective quality assessment of the scientific software used in
design and safety analyses of nuclear facilities is necessary to
support safety and licensing decisions. Because of the
complexity and large size of these programs and the resource
constraints faced by the AECB reviewer, it is desirable that
appropriate automated tools are used wherever practical.

To objectively assess the quality of software, a set of
attributes of a software product by which its quality is
described and evaluated must be established. These attributes
must be relevant to the application domain of software under
evaluation. To effectively assess the quality of software,
metrics defining quantitative scale and method appropriate to
determine the value of attributes need to be applied. To cost-
effectively perform the evaluation, the use of suitable automated
tools is desirable.

In this project, criteria for evaluating the quality of
scientific software are presented; metrics for which those
criteria can be evaluated are identified; a survey of automated
tools to measure those metrics was conducted and the most
appropriate tool (QA Fortran) was acquired; and the tool usage
was demonstrated on three sample programs.

RESUME

Les logiciels qui servent dans l'industrie nucléaire n'ont pas
tous besoin d'être soumis a la vérification rigoureuse, aux
essais de fiabilité et à l'évaluation de la qualité qui sont
appliqués aux logiciels critiques pour la sûreté. Depuis quelque
temps, toutefois, on reconnaît de plus en plus que l'évaluation
systématique et objective de la qualité des logiciels
scientifiques utilisés dans les analyses de conception et de
sûreté des installations nucléaires est nécessaire pour appuyer
•les décisions relatives à la sûreté et à la délivrance de permis.
À cause de la complexité et de la taille importante de ces
programmes et des contraintes auxquelles l'examinateur de la CCEA
fait face sur le plan des ressources, il est souhaitable
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d'utiliser dans la mesure du possible les outils automatisés qui
conviennent.

Afin d'évaluer objectivement la qualité d'un logiciel, il faut
établir une série de critères pour en décrire et évaluer la
qualité. Ces critères doivent être pertinents au domaine
d'application du logiciel évalué. Pour évaluer efficacement la
qualité du logiciel, il faut appliquer des paramètres
mêtrologiques définissant une échelle et une méthode
quantitatives qui conviennent pour déterminer la valeur des
critères. Afin d'effectuer l'évaluation de façon rentable, il
est souhaitable d'utiliser les outils automatisés qui
conviennent.

Dans le cadre de ce projet, on présente les critères d'évaluation
de la qualité de logiciels scientifiques; on définit les
paramètres en fonction desquels ces critères peuvent être
évalués; on a procédé à une étude sur les outils automatisés
d'évaluation de ces paramètres et fait l'acquisition de l'outil
qui convenait le plus (QA Fortran). On a fait la démonstration
de l'utilisation de l'outil sur trois programmes témoins.

DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the
accuracy of the statements made or opinions expressed in this
publication and neither the Board nor the author assumes
liability with respect to any damage or loss incurred as a result
of the use made of the information contained in this publication.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This project surveys the accepted software quality evaluation
criteria and the available automated tools for measuring software
quality, and recommends suitable criteria and tools for the AECB
reviewer to use in evaluating scientific software used in design
and safety analyses of nuclear facilities.

Selecting automated tools is based on using recognized industry
standards and practices for software quality assessments. The
relevant evaluation criteria and the metrics, or quantitative
measures, by which those criteria can be evaluated are identified
and presented. A survey of automated tools to measure the
metrics is performed and the most suitable tools selected using a
set of selection criteria, and the most suitable tool is
recommended.

The evaluation of tools concludes that, at best, automated tools
can only provide a portion of the analysis to determine the
acceptability of a software package. Within this limitation, QA
Fortran represents the most suitable choice to support the
quality evaluation of scientific analysis software. At a
moderate cost, QA Fortran provides extensive quality-indicator
support in metrics-related areas, standards-related areas and in
comparing computed metrics to a reference level. QA Fortran also
provides the reviewer with the means to analyze complex software
quickly and to provide decision-making information.

As a part of this project, QA Fortran was purchased and further
evaluated by demonstrating its suitability, usefulness and
correctness using three sample programs. Based on the results of
this evaluation, it is further recommended that the AECB
reviewers :

(a) Adapt, at least on a trial basis, a well-defined
evaluation process supplemented by using automated tools to
enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the evaluation.

(b) Create standard batch processes and predefined queries
suitable for performing repeated and routine analyses to
reduce the reviewer's effort, and thus support the cost
reduction of the quality evaluation process.

(c) Adapt the demographic comparison technique, utilizing
metrics computed from previous evaluations of software in
similar applications, as guidelines to establish and refine
the case dependent acceptability requirements. As
appropriate, the results of an evaluation can be used as an
input to the refinement of the acceptability requirements for
subsequent evaluation.

NEXT PAG£(S)
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CRITERIA AKD TOOLS FOR SCIENTIFIC
SOFTWARE QUALITY MEASUREMENTS

A. INTRODUCTION

1. Background

A large number of scientific software is used, by the licensees
of the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB), in the design and
safety analyses of Canadian nuclear facilities. Typically, these
computer codes are large and complex. Some may contain a few
thousand lines of coding; others may contain tens of thousands,
or more. Furthermore, they may involve extensive mathematical
and physical modelling with a variety of model types, some of
which may be dynamic simulations, while others are static.
Programs are written in the Fortran language, and most are
executed on UNIX work stations or in a personal computer (PC)
environment. Work stations include the IBM PC and its
derivatives, IBM RS/6000, VAX (VMS) and Apollo.

In the past, software used for off-line analysis has seldom been
subjected to any rigorous "quality" analysis in the same manner
as that for on-line systems, such as those performing a direct
plant shutdown or a control function. Recently, however, it has
become increasingly clear that software used to support design
and safety analyses (e.g., pipe and boiler stress analysis,
analysis of reactor dynamics and control setpoints, etc.) should
be subjected to established quality measurements and to increased
monitoring.

Because of the high complexity of the software involved and
because of the resource constraints, it is desirable to use
automated tools wherever possible. Selecting automated tools is
based on using recognized industry standards and practices for
software quality evaluation.

Typically, an evaluation process as modeled in [Ref. 1] consists
of three stages: Quality requirements definition, evaluation
preparation, and evaluation procedure. The first stage, quality
requirements definition, involves establishing the quality
characteristics by which the software is evaluated. The second
stage, evaluation preparation, involves establishing metrics that
correlate to the quality characteristics defined in the first
stage and establishing rules by which the acceptability is
determined from the measurements. The last stage, evaluation
process, involves conducting the actual measurements defined by
the metrics and then evaluating its acceptability.

Using this evaluation process model, Chapter B of this report
describes the relevant characteristics and metrics selected for
the quality evaluation of scientific software. As a part of
evaluation preparation, Chapter C describes the capabilities of
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commercially available tools in supporting metric measurements
and the selection of suitable tool. Chapter D demonstrates the
use of one such automated tool purchased for this project, using
three samples of scientific software provided by the AECB.
Finally, Chapter E provides conclusions and recommendations
related to the use of automated tools in the evaluation of
scientific software quality.

2. Objectives

This project has three main objectives to fulfil. First, it is
imperative to establish the set of criteria by which the quality
of scientific analysis software can be objectively evaluated.
Secondly, the extent to which off-the-shelf static and dynamic
analysis tools can be used to examine the quality of the
scientific analysis software needs to be determined. Finally,
the results of the project must lead to a recommendation of the
best-suited automated tool for use in assessing the quality of
the scientific analysis software. The use of this tool should
support cost reduction in the quality assessment process.

The project involves identifying relevant evaluation criteria
based on standards and industrial practice; identifying metrics
relevant to the evaluation criteria; and identifying suitable
tools that are commercially available and that may be of value to
the scientific analysis software quality assessment process. The
suitable tools are evaluated using the established set of
criteria, leading to a recommendation of the most suitable tool.
To the greatest practical extent, the criteria are directly
•Lraceable to the relevant evaluation criteria and to the metrics.
Usage of the selected tool in the quality evaluation process is
also demonstrated using sample scientific analysis software.
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B. ESTABLISHING CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE

Software quality may be assessed according to a variety of
characteristics. The importance of each quality characteristic
varies, depending on the application and the viewpoint of the
stakeholder.

To use quality characteristics for evaluation, it is also
necessary to consider the type of software under evaluation and
the significance of the particular characteristic and its
subcharacteristics. For example, recoverability is a
subcharacteristic of reliability that bears on the capability to
reestablish level of performance in the case of a failure. This
subcharacteristic is important in a real-time production critical
system, however, it is not relevant in a scientific calculation
software package because the recovery capability is provided by
the operating system rather than by the application.

Quality may be assessed from three different viewpoints, i.e.,
those of the end user, developer and manager. The manager is
most likely to be concerned with the total quality, and not with
the individual quality characteristics. The manager needs to
strike a reasonable balance between quality and other factors
such as time, cost and resources. In the context of this
project, an important viewpoint to keep in mind is that of the
AECB as an end user of software. Typically, the key concerns
include: how suitable is the software for a particular analysis,
how reliable is the software to produce correct output
consistently, what changes have been made and how do the changes
impact the output etc.

The selection of evaluation criteria is focused on the AECB
reviewer's objectives, concerns and consistency with practices
used in similar industries. Establishing the criteria for
evaluating scientific software involves identifying a set of
relevant criteria and quality characteristics for such software,
and a set of software metrics (for code quality measurements) for
measuring the quality characteristics of this software.
Subsequently, the software metrics are correlated with the
evaluation criteria and quality characteristics.

Top-level software quality characteristics that are appropriate
for evaluating off-line scientific software are identified by
following established standards and industry practices [Refs.
1,2,3]. Subcharacteristics that further illustrate the top-level
software quality characteristics are also developed
[Refs. 1,2,3]. Metrics for measuring software quality are
established [Refs. 4,5] and are further refined by grouping
metrics that provide similar measures and eliminating metrics
that do not provide relevant measures. Rationale is provided to
support each refinement. The measures provided by each metric
are analyzed and mapped to the appropriate subcharacteristics.
This leads to a recommendation of the appropriate criteria and
metrics for the evaluation of scientific software.
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1. Software Quality Characteristics and Subcharacteristics

This section defines the applicable software quality
characteristics and corresponding subcharacteristics [Ref.l].
Definitions of characteristics are either taken directly or
paraphrased from Ref. 1. The use of this reference does not
imply an exact quotation from it, but an acknowledgement of the
originating definition.

The rationale for selecting each quality characteristic and
subcharacteristic is also given, keeping in mind the AECB
reviewer's objectives and concerns.

1.1 Functionality

The Functionality characteristic refers to the existence of a set
of functions and their specified properties that satisfy stated
or implied needs. Functionality is selected because it contains
the functions to perform the required analysis.

This set of attributes characterizes what the software does to
fulfil needs, whereas the other sets mainly characterize when and
how it performs its function.

For stated and implied needs in this characteristic, in a
contractual environment, needs are specified, whereas in other
environments, implied needs should be identified and defined.

The subcharacteristics of functionality are as follows:

(a) Suitability; the presence and appropriateness of a set
of functions for specified tasks. Examples of
appropriateness are task oriented composition of functions
from constituent subfunctions, data structures, and
algorithms. Suitability is selected because it provides an
indication of the appropriateness of the functions used for
analysis.

(b) Accuracy: the provision of right or agreed results or
effects. For example, this includes the needed degree of
precision of calculated values. Accuracy is selected because
it provides an indication of the ability of the coded
implementation of functions to produce the specified results
faithfully.

(c) Completeness: the extent to which the code implements
all of the specified requirements. Completeness is selected
because it provides an indication of the ability of the code
to produce all specified outputs.

(d) Correctness; the extent to which the software is able
to produce a specified output when given a specified input,
is free from design defects and coding defects, meets its
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specified requirements, and meets user expectations.
Correctness is selected because it provides an indication of
the ability of the code to produce the specified output when
given the full range of specified inputs.

1.2 Reliability

The Reliability characteristic refers to the capability of the
software to maintain its level of performance under stated
conditions for a stated period.

Wear or ageing does not occur in software. Limitations in
software are due to faults in requirements, design and
implementation. Failures due to these faults depend on the way
the software product is used and the program options selected and
not on elapsed time.

Reliability is selected because it indicates the dependability of
the code to accurately produce the correct output under stated
input conditions.

The subcharacteristics of reliability are as follows:

(a) Maturity; the frequency of failure by faults in the
software. Maturity is selected because it provides an
indication of the potential for undetected design and coding
errors remaining in the software.

(b) Fault Tolerance: the ability to maintain a specified
level of performance in cases of software faults or of
infringement of its specified interface. Fault Tolerance is
selected because it provides an indication of the possibility
of erroneous results caused by undetected design or coding
errors.

(c) Robustness: the extent to which software can continue
to operate correctly despite the introduction of invalid
inputs. Robustness is selected because it provides an
indication of the ability of software to handle violation of
inputs without affecting operation or generating erroneous
outputs.

(d) Complexity: the degree of complication of a system or
component determined by factors such as the number and
intricacy of interfaces and conditional branches, the degree
of nesting, and the types of data structures and other system
characteristics. Complexity is selected because it provides
an indication of possible design and coding errors that are
hidden by the complexity of the software.



1.3 Usability

The Usability characteristic refers to the effort needed for use,
and on the individual assessment of such use, by a stated or
implied set of users.

Users may be interpreted as most directly meaning the users of
interactive software. Users may include operators, end users and
indirect users who are under the influence or dependent on the
use of the software. Usability must address all the different
user environments that the software may affect, which may include
preparation for usage and evaluation of results. Usability is
selected because it provides an indication of the potential for
erroneous output caused by inappropriate use of the software.

The subcharacteristics of usability are as follows:

(a) Learnabilitv: the effort required by the users to learn
the application (for example, operation control, input,
output).

(b) Operability: the effort required by the users to
perform the operation and operation control.

Learnability and operability are selected because they provide
indications of the potential for erroneous results due to the
degree of difficulty for users to understand the features,
assumptions and operation of the software.

1.4 Maintainability

The Maintainability characteristic refers to the effort needed to
make specified modifications. Modifications may include
corrections, improvements or adaptations of software to
accommodate response to changes in environment, and in
requirements and functional specifications. Maintainability is
selected because it provides an indication of the risks of
erroneous results due to changes.

The subcharacteristics of maintainability are as follows:

(a) Understandabilitv: the users1 effort to recognize the
logical concept and its applicability. Understandability is
selected because it provides an indication of the effort
required by the reviewer to assess the "goodness" of the
software. (See also Complexity.)

(b) Analyzability: the effort needed to diagnose
deficiencies or causes of failures, or to identify the parts
to be modified. Analyzability is selected because it
provides an indication of the effort required by the reviewer
to identify the changes and to assess the impact. (See also
Complexity.)
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(c) Changeability: the effort needed to modify the software
to remove faults or to adapt for environmental changes.
Changeability is selected because it provides an indication
of the potential for introducing subtle design or coding
errors while making changes.

(d) Stability: the risk of unexpected effects caused by
modifications. Stability is selected because it provides an
indication of the potential for erroneous output due to
subtle design or coding errors while making changes.

(e) Testability: the effort needed to validate the modified
software. Values of this subcharacteristic may be altered by
the modifications under consideration. Testability is
selected because it provides an indication of the effort
required by the reviewer to conduct independent tests to
verify assumptions.

(f) Portability: the extent to which the software can be
transferred from one environment to another. The environment
may include organizational, hardware or software environment.
Portability is selected because it provides indications of
the potential for erroneous output or violation of design
assumptions due to subtle errors or incompatibility when
porting to another environment.

2 . Software Quality Metrics

Software quality metrics refer to the "quantitative scale and
method that can be used to determine the value a feature takes
for a specific software product" [Ref.l]. Reference 4 provides
definitions of the standard metrics for measuring quality of
software throughout the entire software life cycle. From this
reference, appropriate metrics are selected based on their
ability to provide indications for the subcharacteristics,
applicability to product evaluation and suitability from the AECB
reviewer's viewpoint. For each selected metric, correlation to
the quality subcharacteristics and their component measurements,
as derived from the software tools' product descriptions, is
described in the following subsections. The hierarchy of top-
level characteristics, constituent subcharacteristics and
supporting metrics is summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1 - Criteria for Evaluation of Scientific Software

Quality
Characteristic

Functionality

Subcharacteristic

Suitability

Accuracy

Completeness

Correctness

Metric

None Suitable

None Suitable

Functional or
Modular Test
Coverage

Cause and Effect
Graphing

Requirements
Traceability

Requirements
Compliance

Defect Density

Fault Density

Reliability Maturity

Fault Tolerance

Robustness

Complexity

Software Maturity
Index

None Suitable

None Suitable

Number of
Conflicting
Requirements

Number of Entries
and Exits per Module

Software Science
Measures

Graph-Theoretic
Complexity for
Architecture

Cyclomatic
Complexity

Design Structure

Data or Information
Flow Complexity



Table 1 (Continued)

Quality
Characteristic

Usability

Maintainability

Subcharacteristic

Learnability and
Operability

Understandability

Analyzability

Changeability

Stability

Testability

Portability

Metric

See Note

Software
Documentation and
Listing

See Note

See Note

See Note

See Note

See Note

Note:
Metrics for these characteristics are covered under the
complexity characteristics.
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2.1 Metric: Functional or Modular Test. Coverage

Functional or Modular Test Coverage, a metric of the Completeness
subcharacteristic, measures the quantity of functional
requirements for which all test cases have been satisfactorily
completed. (Note that this metric does not measure the
effectiveness of the test cases.) The test coverage provides an
indication of the extent to which the completeness of the
functionality is confirmed. The measures provided by the
automated tools and used for this metric are as follows:

(a) Number of Paths: complexity measure expressed as the
total number of static paths through the code.

(b) Path Density: complexity of control flow measure
expressed as the estimated number of static paths divided by
the number of non-comment lines.

(c) Cyclomatic complexity: complexity measure expressed as
the total number of decisions.

(d) Number of Subroutine Calls: measure addressing the
design structure, data and information flow.

(e) Akivama Criterion: complexity measure expressed as the
total number of decisions plus the number of function calls.

Each of the above measures provides an indication of the
likelihood of confirming completeness through testing. A high
measured value indicates high complexity and may require an
unmanageably large number of test cases to confirm the
completeness. Thus, giving a low likelihood of confirming
completeness of functionality.

2.2 Metric: Cause and Effect Graphing

Cause and Effect Graphing, a metric of the Completeness
subcharacteristic, identifies the requirements that are
incomplete or ambiguous. No measures are identified for this
metric.

2.3 Metric: Requirements Traceability

Requirements Traceability, a metric of the Completeness
subcharacteristic, identifies the requirements that are either
missing or in addition to the original requirement. No measures
are identified for this metric.
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2.4 Metric: Requirements Compliance

Requirements Compliance, a metric of the Completeness
subcharacteristic, is used to detect inconsistencies,
incompleteness and misinterpretations. No measures are
identified for this metric.

2.5 Metric; Defect Density and Fault Density

Defect Density, a metric of the Correctness subcharacteristic,
measures the number of defects and provides an indication that
the inspection process requires further scrutiny. Fault Density,
also a metric of Correctness, predicts remaining faults and
determines if sufficient testing has been completed.

The measures provided by the automated tools and used for this
metric are as follows:

(a) Estimated Number of Bugs: predicted number of remaining
bugs based on path information.

(b) Variable Type Usage Conflicts: provides an indirect
measure of defect density.

For each of these two measures, a high value indicates a high
likelihood that a number of bugs still remaining in the code.

2.6 Metric: Software Maturity Index

Software Maturity Index, a metric of the Maturity
subcharacteristic, quantifies the readiness of a software
product. No measures are identified for this metric.

2.7 Metric: Number of Conflicting Requirements

Number of Conflicting Requirements, a metric of the Complexity
subcharacteristic, is used to determine the reliability resulting
from a software architecture represented by a specification based
on the entity-relationship-attribute model. No measures are
identified for this metric.

2.8 Metric: Number of Entries and Exits per Module

Number of Entries and Exits per Module, a metric of the
Complexity subcharacteristic, is used to determine the difficulty
of software architecture. The measures provided by the automated
tools and used for this metric are as follows:

(a) Number of Knots: complexity measure expressed as the
number of crossings of control flow.
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(b) Knot Density; complexity of control flow measure
expressed as the number of crossings of control flow divided
by the number of non-comment lines.

(c) Subroutine Calls; provides an indication of the
software design structure and complexity.

For each of the above measures, a high value is indicative of
highly complex code that may be difficult to confirm
completeness, difficult to understand and review, with higher
risks in making change etc.

2.9 Metric; Software Science Measures

Software Science Measures, a metric of the Complexity
subcharacteristic, measures the complexity of software based on
operand and operator information. The measures provided by the
automated tools and used for this metric are as follows:

(a) Purity Ratio: software science measure expressed as the
rapport between the estimated software length and the
measured length. The measured software length is a count of
the sum of operators and totally unique operand. The
estimated length is a reference of complexity, derived from
operators and operand using established estimation formulae.
(b) Software Science Effort; software science measure
giving an indication of software maintainability.

(c) Software Difficulty; software science measure giving an
indication of software maintainability.

For each of the above measures, a high value indicated highly
complex code that may be difficult to confirm completeness,
difficult to understand and review, with higher risks in making
change etc.

2.10 Metric: Graph Theoretic Complexity for Architecture

Graph Theoretic Complexity for Architecture, a metric of the
Complexity subcharacteristic, measures the complexity of software
for development trade offs, as well as for system and module
comprehensibility that is adequate for correct and efficient
maintenance. No measures are identified for this metric.

2.11 Metric: Cvclomatic Complexity

Cyclomatic Complexity, a metric of the Complexity
subcharacteristic, determines the structural complexity of a
coded module. The measures provided by the automated tools and
used for this metric are as follows:
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(a) cyclomatic Complexity; complexity measure expressed as
the total number of decisions.

(b) Mver's Interval: complexity measure expressed as the
total number of decisions with compound conditions present.

(c) Akivama Criterion; complexity measure expressed as the
total number of decisions plus the number of function calls.

(d) Essential Complexity; measures the degree to which a
module contains unstructured constructs (i.e., branching out
of loops, branching into loops, branching into a decision,
branching out of a decision). In a completely structured
module essential complexity is equal to one.

(e) Design Complexity; measures the complexity of the
module and reflects the complexity of the module's calling
patterns to its immediately subordinate modules.

For each of the above measures, a high value is indicative of
highly complex code that may be difficult to confirm
completeness, difficult to understand and review, with higher
risks in making change etc.

2.12 Metric: Design Structure

Design Structure, a metric of Complexity, measures the simplicity
of the detailed design. The measures provided by the automated
tools and used for this metric are as follows:

(a) Number of Subroutines: measure addressing the design
structure, data and information flow.

(b) Subroutines Calling Relationship: provides indication
of the software design structure and complexity.

(c) Nesting of Control Structure: measures the complexity
of the control flow.

(d) Number of Backward Jumps : measure addressing the design
structure, data and information flow.

(e) Number of Dangling ELSEIFs: measure addressing the
structure of software. It also provides some indication of a
potential defect as well as code understandability and
possible inadequacy of test coverage.

(f) Essential Complexity: measures the degree to which a
module contains unstructured constructs, i.e., branching out
of loops, branching into loops, branching into a decision,
branching out of a decision. In a completely structured
module, essential complexity is equal to one.
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(g) Number of GOTQs: measure addressing the design
structure.

For each of the above measures, a high value is indicative of
highly complex code structure with intricate dependencies. This
may lead to difficulties in confirming completeness, difficulties
to understand and review, possibly higher risks in making change
etc.

2.13 Metric: Data or Information Flow Complexity

Data or Information Flow Complexity, a metric of Complexity,
measures the structural complexity or procedural complexity. The
measures provided by the automated tools and used for this metric
are as follows:

(a) Span of Data Referencing: data and information measure
giving an traceability indication of data information, usage
and flow.

(b) Number of Input Arguments: interfacing measure of
software design architecture and data flow.

(c) Number of Output Arguments: interfacing measure of
software design architecture and data flow.

(d) Use of COMMON Block: measures the complexity of data
and information flow.

(e) Consistency in COMMON Block: measures the correctness
of data and information flow.

(f) Calling Argument Consistency: measures of the
correctness of data and information flow.

(g) Number of Paths: complexity measure expressed as the
total number of static paths through the code.

(h) Number of GOTOs: measure addressing the data and
information flow.

For each of the above measures, a high value is indicative of
complex data flow that may be difficult to confirm completeness,
difficult to understand and review and possibly higher risks in
making change etc.

2.14 Metric: Software Documentation and Source Listing

Software Documentation and Source Listing, a metric of
Understandability, provide a measure that makes visible the trade
offs of cost and reliability. The measures provided by the
automated tools and used for this metric are as follows:
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(a) Number of Lines of Code; provides indirect measures of
the size of software related to maintainability and
understandability.

(b) Number of Comment Lines; provides indirect measures
related to maintainability and understandability.

(c) Number of Procedures and Functions; provides indirect
measure of the design structure of the software.

(d) Number of GOTOs: measure addressing the readability of
source listing.

(e) Length of Jump; provides measures related to the
understandability and maintainability of the software.

For above measures (a), (c), (d) and (e), a high value indicates
a high level of difficulty in understanding the code, thus making
it difficult to maintain and representing higher risk in making
changes. For measure (b), a high number of comment lines does
not necessarily translate into easy to understand code. The
contents of the comments are the key ingredient to easily
understandable code.

3. Conclusions

An analysis of the correlation between the quality
characteristics and the metrics leads to two conclusions.

(a) Not all quality characteristics can be correlated to or
supported by the metrics. For example, suitability and
accuracy of software for a particular analysis is application
knowledge dependent and there are no suitable metrics for
these measurements. Moreover, fault tolerance and robustness
are application and implementation dependent and there are no
suitable metrics for these measurements.

(b) The complexity of software affects most of the software
quality characteristics such as reliability, all aspects of
learnability/operability and maintainability. It represents
a key characteristic affecting the total quality of software.
The complexity characteristic can be measured by a variety of
metrics.
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C. EVALUATING COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE TOOLS

With the rapid advances in computer and information technology, a
variety of automated, static or dynamic code analysis tools are
available on the market. Selecting and evaluating these tools
are based on their capability, correctness, usefulness and
suitability to the AECB reviewers in terms of the information
provided, cost associated with purchase and maintenance, and the
time and effort required in their use.

The task involves evaluating commercially available software-
quality analysis tools in terms of their suitability for
assisting the AECB reviewer to evaluate the quality of scientific
software; determining which tool represents the best means to
achieve the AECB review objectives, including cost reduction in
the quality assessment process; and recommending a tool that can
be acquired within a budget limit of $10,000.

The first step is to enumerate the available software tools.
Through a market survey, the relevant tools are identified for
the software quality assessment process that may be of some value
to the AECB reviewer.

Identified software tools are then evaluated based on the tools'
capabilities. Using product descriptions, the software metrics
computed and reported by the tools are identified. Metrics
computed by each tool are then correlated to the metrics relevant
to quality characteristics identified in Chapter A, Table 1.

The suitability of tools is further evaluated using pricing, user
friendliness, suitability for Fortran, usage in similar
situations elsewhere, ability to handle required volume of data,
capability to add user-defined quality measurement, and the
documentation provided.

The most suitable tool is recommended based on its ability to
meet the evaluation criteria.

1. Enumeration

The market survey identifies the following automated tools.

(a) PC-Metric: PC/VAX-based tool with graphical analysis
capabilities and an interactive query system.

(b) OA-Fortran: work station-based tool with X-window
support having a knowledge database of quality measures by
application domain.

(c) FORTRAN-Lint; source code analysis tool used primarily
in the development phase for debugging purposes.
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(d) FQR_STRUCT: may be useful for structuring non-
structured code before code quality analysis.

(e) MALPAS: tool set consisting of five analyzers: control
flow, data use, information flow, semantic and compliance.

(f) McCabe Tools: set of tools that analyze the design and
code complexity, and assist with the unit and integration
testing, as well as the reengineering and reverse engineering
process.

2. Evaluation Criteria

The following criteria are used for assessing the quality of the
automated tools. Each criterion is identified as either
"necessary" or "desirable." Necessary criteria are imperative to
meet the overall objectives of cost effective evaluation of
scientific software. If the tool does not meet these criteria,
it does not satisfy the requirements and is not suitable. For
example, User Friendliness impacts the effort and possibly the
result of the evaluation, therefore; it is considered a necessary
criterion. Difficulty in using a tool is reason for its
rejection. Want criteria are considered desirable but optional,
meaning that they do not have to be met and that not meeting them
has less bearing on the tools' ability to meet objectives.

(a) Tool Capabilities (Necessary Criterion') : To support
portions of the evaluation process effectively, the tool must
support the relevant metrics in terms of breadth (number of
metrics) and depth (extent to which the measures are
computed). The measures provided by each tool are analyzed
and correlated to the recommended set of metrics to assess
the quality of scientific software.

(b) Pricing (Necessary Criterion): To minimize the cost of
the evaluation process, the total cost of tools, including
recurring maintenance costs must be within the budgeted
amount. Price of tools based on a single user license, and
shipment and recurring maintenance costs. Prices are in US
currency quoted from the supplier, excluding any taxes,
import duties or exchange rate.

(c) Suitability for Fortran (Necessary Criterion); Since
all of the current scientific analysis software subject to
quality evaluation are written in Fortran, the tools must
support Fortran.

(d) User Friendliness (Necessary Criterion): To minimize
effort in the evaluation, the tools must be easy to use. The
degree to which tools are easy to use, without extensive
training to install and use them, interpret the outputs and
query the results must be considered. This includes: the
ability of tools to present information in an easy to
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understand manner (i.e., graphical presentation) and the ease
with which user-defined reports can be customized.

(e) Ability to Handle Required Volume of Data (Necessary
Criterion): To ensure software of different sizes and file
structure can be evaluated, the ability of tools to handle
these varieties must be considered. This includes: number of
files, number of modules, module size, file/module structure,
lines of code tool, and speed of processing.

(f) Usage in a Similar Situation Elsewhere (Desirable
Criterion): The application domain and types of
organizations in which tools are used. Meeting this
criterion supplements the conformation of the suitability of
the tool through usage in similar industries. By itself,
this criterion has little impact on the overall evaluation
objectives.

(g) Capability to Add User-Defined Measurement (Desirable
Criterion): The flexibility of tools to add user-defined
metrics and measurements. Meeting this criterion supplements
the user friendliness criterion.

(h) Documentation (Desirable Criterion): The level of
detail and the types and understandability of information in
the documentation, i.e., instructions to how to install and
use the tool, interpretation of results, explanation of
metrics and measurements and suggested further reading on
metrics. Meeting this criterion supplements the user
friendliness requirements.

3. Evaluation

FOR__STRUCT and MALPAS are removed from the initial list of
enumerated tools. FOR__STRUCT has limited capabilities to support
quality metrics; it is~~primarily used to restructure the source
code. Although MALPAS provides in-depth analysis and wide
coverage (the most comprehensive among the enumerated tools), the
price is well over the budgeted amount, and extensive training is
required to use the tool and to interpret the results.

The remaining tools are compared in two steps. First, since the
tool capability is the most important criterion and the most
complex to evaluate, a detailed comparison is performed. The
capability of each tool to support the metrics of the recommended
evaluation criteria is compared. Specifically, for each tool,
the measures which it is capable of performing for each metric
are listed and compared against those listed for other tools.
The result of this comparison is tabulated in table 2. The
overall tool capability is summarized in terms of breadth and
depth of coverage that provides the basis for the second step
comparison. Secondly, the ability of the tool to meet each
selection criterion is compared and tabulated in table 3.
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Table 2 - Metrics Supported by Tools

Metric PC Metric

Functional or None
Modular Test
Coverage

OA Fortran

Number of
paths
and path
density,
supplemented
by Cyclomatic
complexity,
number of
subroutine
calls,
Akiyama
criterion

Fortran Lint McCabe Tools

None Number of
paths
supplemented
by Cyclomatic
complexity
and actual
complexity

Cause and
Effect
Graphing

None None None None

Requirements None
Traceability

None None None

Requirements None
Compliance

None None None

Defect
Density

Estimated Estimated Variable type Estimated
number of number of usage number of
bugs bugs conflicts bugs

Fault Density Indirectly
supported by
estimated
number of
bugs

Indirectly
supported by
estimated
number of
bugs

Indirectly Indirectly
supported by supported by
variable type estimated
usage number of
conflicts bugs

Software
Maturity
Index

None None None None

Number of
Conflicting
Requirements

None None None None
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Metric

Number of
Entries and
Exits per
Module

Table 2 Continued

PC Metric OA Fortran Fortran Lint McCabe Tools

None Indirectly None
supported by
number of
knots,
subroutine
calls

Indirectly
supported by
design
complexity

Software
Science
Measure

Purity ratio, Purity ratio, None
software software
science
effort,
software
difficulty

science
effort,
software
difficulty

Purity ratio,
software
science
effort,
software
difficulty

Graph-
Theoretic
Complexity
for
Architecture

None None None None

Cyclomatic
Complexity

Cyclomatic
complexity

Cyclomatic
complexity,
Myer's
interval,
Akiyama
criterion

None Cyclomatic
complexity,
essential
complexity,
design
complexity

Design
Structure

Number of
subroutines

Subroutines
calling
relationship,
nesting of
control
structure,
number of
backward
jumps, number
of dangling
ELSEIFs

None Subroutines
calling
relationships
, essential
complexity
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Metric

Data or
Information
Flow
Complexity

Table 2 Continued

PC Metric OA Fortran Fortran Lint McCabe Tools

Span of data Interface
referencing based referencing,

measures such consistency
as number of in COMMON
input/output blocks,
arguments, calling
use of COMMON argument

consistency

Span of data Span of data
referencing,
number of
paths

Software Number of Number of None
Documentation lines of GOTOs, length
and Source code, comment of jumps
Listing lines,

procedures,
functions,
etc.

None
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Criteria

Tool
Capabilities
(metrics
support)

Pricing (on
RS/6000,
unless
otherwise
noted)

Suitability
for Fortran

User
friendliness

Ability to
handle
required
volume of
data

Table 3 -

PC Metric

Acceptable
breadth of
metrics
coverage

Limited
measurements

PC: $294.00
VAX: $670.00

F77

Graphical
analysis

Interactive
query system

User
configurable

Canned and
user-defined
queries

4,000
lines/min

Comparison of

OA Fortran

Acceptable
breadth of
metrics
coverage

Extensive
measurements

$6800.00 plus
$1020 annual
maintenance
fee

F77
over 20
Fortran
implement'ns

X-Window
graphical
user
interface

Graphical
analysis

Structured
summaries

User
configurable

30,000
lines/min

Tools

Fortran Lint

Limited
metrics
coverage

X J X K I X t-t;*-*

measurements

$4,485.00
plus $900.00
annual
maintenance
fee

F77
F90

output
control
diagrams

text based
user
interface

N/A

McCabe Tools

Acceptable
breadth of
metrics
coverage

Extensive
measurements

$21,500.00
plus $3,150
annual
maintenance
fee

F77

X-window
graphical
user
interface

graphical
analysis

User
configurable

N/A
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Usage in
similar
situation
elsewhere
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Table 3 Continued

PC Metric OA Fortran Fortran Lint

Boeing

Los Alamos
National
Laboratory

Sandia
National
Laboratory

Aerospatiale Lockheed

Boeing

Hughes

NASA

UK Atomic
Energy

Nuclear
Electric

NASA-Jet
propulsion
Lab.

Reference
from similar
application
domain

McCabe Tools

NASA

DOD

Lockheed

Hughes

Spar
Aerospace

Capability to Addition of
add user- user-defined
defined queries
quality
measurement

Configurable
to enforce
local
programming
standards

Addition of
user-defined
metrics

Not
supported

Configurable
to enforce
local
programming
standards

Documentation User's Manual User's and
provided and tutorial Reference

Manual

On-site
training and
consulting at
additional
costs

User's Manual User's Manual

Seminars
available at
additional
costs
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4. Conclusions

4.1 Capability of Commercially Available Tools

It is evident that the commercially available tools have no
capabilities in supporting application-related quality
characteristics and associated metrics such as suitability,
accuracy, completeness (requirements compliance and
traceability), maturity, fault tolerance and robustness.

Table 4 summarizes the capabilities of commercially available
tools to support the measurement of the recommended evaluation
criteria represented by selected quality characteristics and
subcharacteristics.

4.2 Tools Usage

Given the tool limitations described in subsection 4.1, it is
clear that the major benefits of automated tools are in the realm
of assisting the AECB reviewer to identify quickly the potential
problem areas in a probabilistic sense, i.e., the most likely.
Once identified, a manual process is required to assess the
confidence level of the software.

4 . 3 Tool Selection

The comparison of tools shown in Table 3 indicates that QA
Fortran represents the most desirable choice. QA Fortran
provides: the best metrics support in terms of breadth (i.e., the
number of metrics) and depth (i.e., the extent to which the
measures are computed), the ability to compare with a reference
derived from similar application domains, and a moderate cost.

It was recommended, therefore, that the AECB proceed with the
purchase of QA Fortran.

Other tools are less desirable. PC Metric is low cost, but its
capabilities to support the in-depth measurements of metrics are
limited. Fortran Lint has limited capability to support the
metrics and measurements. McCabe Tools has the capabilities to
support the metrics in terms of breadth, depth and other
features, and it is comparable to QA Fortran; however, the cost
is much higher.
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Table 4 - Summary of Tool support

Quality
Characteristics and
Subcharacteristics

Functionality

Suitability

Accuracy

Completeness

Correctness

Reliability

Maturity

Fault Tolerance

Robustness

Complexity

Usability

Learnability/
Operability

Maintainability

Understandability
Analyzability
Changeability
Stability
Testability
Portability

Tool Capabilities and Coverage

Not supported.

Not supported.

Limited and indirect coverage by
complexity analysis.

Limited and indirect coverage by the
estimation of bugs.

Not supported.

Not supported.

Not supported.

Extensively covered by variety of
complexity measures.

Indirectly covered by the complexity
analysis.

The subcharacteristics of
maintainability are indirectly supported
by a variety of complexity and design
structure measures.
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D. EVALUATING USE OP THE SELECTED TOOL

QA Fortran was acquired and its usage demonstrated on three
sample programs provided by the AECB.

1. Test Plan

The suitability, usefulness and correctness of QA Fortran, is
further demonstrated using three sample analysis software
provided by the AECB. The elements of each sample software
include:

(1) test.a - 45 files containing 45 modules and one COMMON
file; total lines of code, 8198; total lines of COMMON, 160.

(2) test.b - one file containing 64 modules and 68 COMMON
files; total lines of code, 11,395; total lines of COMMON,
547.

(3) test.c - 29 files containing 104 modules and six COMMON
files; total lines of code, 18,933; total lines of COMMON,
106.

These samples were evaluated using the following QA Fortran
features:

(1) module analysis - a low-level analysis of module source
code including identification of code statements not
compliant with the predefined standards (categorized
according to the level of severity) and computation of the
metrics.

(2) package analysis - an analysis of the relationship among
modules including COMMON block usage, calling relationship
and module coupling.

(3) utilities - general utilities including the display of
the module structure in graphical form.

(4) demographic analysis - a high-level analysis to indicate
the relative quality of the software by comparing predefined
metrics computed for the sample against references from
historical data of similar (or different) applications.

(5) user-defined metrics - the means provided by QA Fortran
to facilitate the addition of user-defined checks and
metrics.

To demonstrate the suitability, usefulness and correctness of the
tool in an evaluation process, it is important to illustrate the
capability of tool in terms of providing necessary information in
different dimensions of evaluation such as: detailed standards
compliance, structure complexity, identifying poor quality
modules, relative quality measures, etc. To accomplish this
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illustration, a set of analyses related to the dimensions of
evaluation are described in Table 5. The three samples were
evaluated using the analyses defined in Table 5.

The detailed raw data generated from QA Fortran is included in
Appendix A. In addition, for each analysis, the following
information is provided:

(1) A description of the nature of the analysis.

(2) The typical usage in an evaluation process.

(3) A procedure on how to run the analysis.

(4) Comments related to the possible interpretation quality
from the output.

A summary of raw data with correlation to the quality
characteristics and subcharacteristic is provided in Table 6.
This summary is used to assist the partial interpretation of
quality, recognizing that automated tools can only provide a
portion of analysis required to determine the overall quality of
software under evaluation.
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Test
ID

001

002

003

004

005

Table 5 - Test Cases

Description

Demographic Quality Analysis -
compares computed metrics with a
reference, i.e. applications of
similar nature.

Compares worst 20 per cent (average
percentile) of modules with the
reference from the Nuclear Engineering
demographic.

Fan-In/Fan-Out Analysis - the degree
of module coupling; large fan-
statistic indicates the modules are
tightly coupled.

Calling Tree Analysis - graphical
representation of calling relationship
among modules.

Statistics of selected metric for all
modules - maximum, minimum, average,
total, distribution.

006 Computed metrics for selected modules.

007 Structure Synopsis Analysis -
graphical representation of the
control flow graph of selected
modules.

Purpose

To demonstrate the
ability to compare
against a reference,
providing a relative
measure of complexity
and structure
metrics.

To demonstrate the
ability to identify
poor quality modules
for further analysis.

To demonstrate the
measure of
maintainability
through degree of
module coupling.

To demonstrate the
ability to present an
analysis in an easy
to understand form.

To demonstrate the
flexibility of
summarize data for
further
interpretation.

To demonstrate the
breadth of metrics
support, providing
metric values for
evaluation.

To demonstrate the
ability to present an
analysis in an easy
to understand form,
providing complexity
information in terms
of control flow.
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Table 5 Continued

Description

008 COMMON Block Usage - graphical
representation of COMMON blocks
referenced by selected module.

009 Interface statistics for a selected
module.

010 Jump statistics for a selected module.

011 Metrics Correlation Analysis -
graphical representation of selected
metric correlation.

012 Sample listing with interlaced warning
message for selected module.

013 Addition of user-defined metrics and
checks.

Purpose

To demonstrate the
ability to present an
analysis in an easy
to understand form,
providing complexity
information in terms
of data flow.

To demonstrate the
ability to provide
interfacing
characteristics
information for the
evaluation module
structure and
dependency.

To demonstrate the
ability to provide
complexity and
structure
information.

To demonstrate the
flexibility of
manipulating data and
identify outlier.

To demonstrate the
ability to perform
low-level analysis,
providing standard
compliance
information.

To demonstrate the
flexibility of the
tool to expand
analysis.
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Quality
Characteristics

and
Subcharacteristics

FUNCTIONALITY

Suitability

Accuracy

Completeness

Correctness

Table

Recommended
Metrics

no suitable
metric

no suitable
metric

Functional or
modular test
coverage

Cause effect
analysis

Requirements
traceability

Requirements
compliance

Default
density

6 - Measureients/Fmdinqs

Metric
Computed

not supported

not supported

indirectly by:

no. static paths
path density
Cyclomatic
complexity
no. subroutine
calls
Akiyama's criterion

not supported

not supported

not supported

indirectly by:

estimated no. bugs

Ref.
Rating
Level

32768
25

10
2

12

0

Sample A

44760959
199486

21.1
2.8

23.9

1.8

Sample B

97341403
352829

26
3.2

29.2

3.2

Sample C

101589458
334749

30.6
2.8

33.4

1.8
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Quality-
Characteristics

and
Subcharacteristics

RELIABILITY

Recommended
Metrics

Table 6 Continued

Metric
Computed

Ref.
Rating
Level Sample A Sample B Sample C

Maturity

Fault Tolerance

Robustness

Complexity

Fault density

Software
maturity index

no suitable
metrics

no suitable
metrics

Number of
entries and
exits per
module

Software
science
measures

not supported

not supported

not supported

not supported

synopsis analysis
and the following
metrics:

no. subroutine
calls
no. input args.
no. output args.
no. input COMMON
no. output COMMON

supported by:

program volume
program effort
program difficulty

2
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2.8
0.9
0.4
13.2
17.5

3.2
1.4
0.5

23.8
18

2.8
4
1.6
4.2
2.7

N/A
N/A
12

18565
113668

9.3

16788
368499
14.7

13376
13856
9.1
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Table 6 Continued

Quality
Characteristics

and
Subcharacteristics

RELIABILITY
(cont'd)

Complexity
(cont'd)

Recommended
Metrics

Graph-
Theoretic
Complexity

Cyclomatic
complexity

Design
structure

Metric
Computed

not supported

supported by:

Cyclomatic
complexity
Myer's interval
Akiyama's criterion

supported by:

no. subroutine
calls
deepest nesting
level
no. GOTOs
no. dangling IFs
no. backward jumps
knot density
path density

Ref.
Rating
Level

10

10
12

2

2
N/A

0
0

0.1
25

Sample A

21.2

2
23.9

2.8

0.9
6
0.5
0.5
0.1

199486

Sample B

26

2.8
29.2

3.2

0
19.7
0
1.2
0.3

352829

Sample C

30.6

2.1
33.4

2.8

0.1
16
0
0.9
0.1

334749
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Quality
Characteristics

and
Subcharacteristics

Complexity
(cont'd)

Recommended
Metrics

Data or
information
flow
complexity

USABILITY

Learnab i1ity/
Operability

Same metrics
as complexity

Table 6 Continued

Metric
Computed

supported by:

no. knots
no. static paths
no. input args.
no. output args.
no. input COMMON
no. output COMMON

supported by:

Ref.
Rating
Level Sample A Sample B Sample C

3
32768
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

8.7
44760959

0.9
0.4
13.2
17.5

56.1
97341403

1.4
0.5
23.8
18

26.3
101589458

4
1.6
4.2
2.7

no. subroutine
calls
no. GOTOs
no. backward jumps
longest jump length
average jump length
program difficulty

2

N/A
0

N/A
N/A
12

2.8

6
0.5

36.4
16.4
9.3

3.2

19.7
1.2

66
13.9
14.7

2.8

16
0.9

69.9
13
9.1
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Quality
Characteristics

and
Subcharacteristics

MAINTAINABILITY

Understand-
ability

Stability

Recommended
Metrics

Software
documentation
and listing

Analyzability Same metrics
as complexity

Changeability Same metrics
as complexity

Same metrics
as complexity

Table 6 Continued

Metric
Computed

supported by
warning messages of
module analysis
and:

program difficulty
Akiyama's criterion
deepest nesting
level
no. unused vars.

supported by:

estimated no. bugs
program difficulty

supported by:

Myer•s interval
knot density
fan-in/fan-out

supported by:

no. input args.
no. output args.
no. input COMMON
no. output COMMON
fan-in/fan-out

Ref.
Rating
Level

12
12

2
0

0
12

10
0.1

5

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

5

Sample A Sample B Sample C

9.3
23.9

0.9
2.1

1.8
9.3

2
0.1
3.9

0.9
0.4
13.2
17.5
3.9

14.7
29.2

0
1 . 9

3 . 2
14.7

2 . 8
0 . 3
8 . 5

1 . 4
0 . 5

23.8
18

8 . 5

9 . 1
33.4

0 . 1
14,2

1 . 8
9 . 1

2 . 1
0 . 1
8

4
1 . 6
4 . 2
2 . 7
8
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Table 6 Continued

Quality
Characteristics

and
Subcharacteristics

MAINTAINABILITY
(cont'd)

Testability

Portability

Recommended
Metrics

Same metrics
as complexity

Same metrics
as complexity

Metric
Computed

supported by:

no. static paths
no. subroutine
calls
knot density

supported by:

Ref.
Rating
Level

32768

2
0.1

Sample A

44760959

2.8
0.1

Sample B

97341403

3.2
0.3

Sample C

101589458

2.8
0.1

F77 code
portability 100
F90 obsolescence 0
Est. porting effort 0

90
8
0

.2

.8

.5

78.
21.
1.

8
2
3

78.
21.
1

5
5

Notes: A "N/A" (not applicable) appearing in the "Reference Rating Level" means
that the computed value of the metric is used for information or
computation of other metrics. Comparison of such a metric against a
standard reference is not meaningful.

Additional support of non-metrics quality indicators for reliability,
initialization, portability, maintainability and understandability are
provided through various levels of warning messages generated in the
Module Analysis.
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2. Test Results and Findings

This section discusses the results and findings of running QA
Fortran and analysing three sample programs provided by the AECB.
The discussions are presented in terms of suitability,
usefulness, flexibility, user interface and correctness of
QA Fortran in a typical software quality evaluation process.
Appendix A presents the detailed results.

2.1 Suitability and Usefulness

Suitability and usefulness refer to the evaluation stage of the
software quality assessment process modeled in ref. 1. The
evaluation stage comprises the following three steps as they
relate to the use of QA Fortran.

(a) Measurement of Selected Metric: provided by the
statistics of metrics (see Table 5, test 005) including
maximum, minimum, average, total and distribution in
user-defined intervals.

(b) Rating Level: provided by a combination of the
suggested level from influential studies (as recommended by
the tool developer) and the average level obtained from the
analyses of other applications (see Table 5, test 001).

(c) Assessment: provided by the Demographic Analysis (see
Table 5, test 001), or by manually summarizing the
measurements in Table 5.

The absolute value of metrics can be subjected to a variety of
interpretations that depend on the application and on the
stakeholder's viewpoint. However, when normalized and compared
with measurements built up from analyses of similar or other
demographics, the relative quality of the software can be
determined. This provides the information for the reviewer to
select the "worst" portion of the software for further review.

As delivered, QA Fortran included several demographic references
of three key metrics related to complexity and design structure.
In addition, the flexibility exists to customize the Demographic
Analysis with additional metrics and a user-defined reference
levels.

Using the information provide by QA Fortran, such as summarized
in Table 6, partial evaluation of the quality can be interpreted,
The following examples illustrate some of the possible
interpretations related to the quality of sample software
provided.

(a) In general, as shown in Appendix A test 001, all three
samples are much more complex than the code written for the
nuclear demographic. In all three samples, the average
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measure for design structure, cyclomatic complexity, and
number of static path fall below the 50 percentile of the
demographic. Furthermore, in each sample approximately 50%
to 60% of modules fall below the average of each measure.

(b) With high complexity measures in terms of number of
static paths, cyclomatic complexity, Akiyama's criterion, it
is likely to impact the overall quality in terms of
completeness of functionality, reliability, maintainability
and represents potential risks in modification of software.
This also represents some possibility of subtle bugs
remaining in the software.

(c) In the case of sample b and c, the high design structure
measures such as fan-in/fan-out, complex control flow as
shown in the structure synopsis (Appendix A, test 7), high
module dependency as shown in calling tree analysis (shown in
Appendix A, test 4) indicates that it is likely to impact the
overall quality in terms of reliability, and maintainability.
Specifically, the potential for introducing subtle bugs when
making changes.

(d) In all three samples, higher than average portability
measure indicates the low likelihood of error caused by
executing the software on a different platform.

To analyze the software further and to determine the overall
acceptability, the following functions of QA Fortran provide the
means to assist the reviewer in the detailed examination of the
selected software modules.

(a) Call Tree Analysis: provides a graphical presentation
of the calling relationships among the modules (see Table 5,
test 004).

(b) Listing with Messages: annotated program listing with
messages identifying the statements that deviate from the
established programming standards and practices (see Table 5,
test 012).

(c) Structure Synopsis: graphical presentation of the
module complexity by showing the control flow of individual
modules (see Table 5, test 007) .

(d) Interfacing Statics and Fan-in/Fan-out: the degree of
module coupling by the number of calls and the number of
times a module is called by other modules.

(e) COMMON Block Usage: graphical presentation of the data
usage, and implicit parameter passing between modules (see
Table 5, test 008).

In addition to the standard analysis features, QA Fortran also
provides the flexibility for users to customize the analysis for
specific needs. Some examples are:
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fa) User-Defined Checks and Metrics: allows users to add
checks and define new metrics. Table 5, test 013 is an
example.

(b) User Defined Queries: allows users to extract specific
information from the standard analysis. Appendix B provides
examples of procedures.

(c) Customization of Demographics: allows users to create
and build historical data of a demographic that fits the
specific application and viewpoint as closely as possible.
The user's manual describes the detailed procedures.

2.2 User Interface

How easy the tool is to use and the efforts required to interpret
or manipulate data are determined through observations during
execution of the tests. QA Fortran's user interface is provided
both graphically (point and click using a mouse) and textually
(text entry in command line).

(a) Graphical Interface: provides for interactive command
processing and display of analysis results. The interactive
command processing menu is well organized, self-explanatory,
easy to use and requires little or no training. The results
of an analysis are automatically displayed immediately after
completion of the analysis. The results displayed on the
screen can be printed on the printer using the procedure
described in Appendix C.

(b) Command Line: allows the user to perform text-based
analysis in a non-interactive mode. Command lines can be
used to create custom analysis, queries, etc. Batch file
(scripts) containing series of commands can be developed to
activate analysis of large programs or analysis that is
routine in nature. In-depth understanding of QA Fortran and
operating system environment is required.

2.3 Correctness

In general, because of the proprietary nature of commercially
available products, the correctness of the products can only be
assessed based on the product release notes and types of reported
problems that are published in the user's manual. These problems
typically fall into the categories of correctness, configuration,
platform, overall operation, enhancement and reusability. In QA
Fortran, there are very few correctness-related problems
reported.

The correctness of the tool is further demonstrated by
selectively comparing the analysis results with the original
source code and other related analysis. Note that during this
review, a problem related to the handling of the "FORMAT" line in
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the Structure Synopsis Analysis was identified. The Structure
Synopsis Analysis shows the "FORMAT line as a break in the
structure chart, which incorrectly indicates discontinuity in the
control flow. This problem was reported to the tool developer
and has since been corrected.
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E. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Conclusions

(a) At best, QA Fortran, can only provide a portion of
analysis to determine the acceptability of a software
package. Analysis performed by QA Fortran needs to be
supplemented by manual analysis in: suitability, accuracy,
correctness and reliability. Nevertheless, QA Fortran
supports the evaluation stage of the quality assessment
process described in ref. 1. and provides extensive quality-
indicator support in:

(1) metrics related areas - computes metrics associated
with the software quality characteristics defined in
Chapter B. Table 6 compares the computed values of
metrics.

(2) standards related areas - identifies non-compliant
source code (see Table 5, test 012).

(3) compares computed metrics to a reference level -
relative measures provided by Demographic Analysis (see
Table 5, test 001).

(b) QA Fortran provides the reviewer with a means to analyze
complex software quickly and provides decision-making
information in an easy to access manner. These provisions
are made through product features such as Demographic
Analysis, Structure Synopsis Analysis, graphical interface,
interactive operating mode, batch processing mode, user
define/configure flexibility and processing capacity.

(c) QA Fortran has a low probability of the existence of
correctness related problems. A review of the problem
history with QA Fortran usage in similar industries, maturity
and experience gained from using QA Fortran on the samples
supports this conclusion.

2. Recommendations

(a) Adapt, on a trial basis, the process and tool usage
described in Section 2.1 (items (a) and (b)) of Chapter D for
the quality evaluation of scientific software. This process
should be reviewed and revised from time to time to meet the
specific needs of the reviewers.

A well-defined process supplemented by using automated tools
can enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the
evaluation.

(b) Create standard batch processes and predefined queries
suitable for performing repeated and routine analysis. As an
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(b) Create standard batch processes and predefined queries
suitable for performing repeated and routine analysis. As an
example, a batch process to identify modules for detailed
review would include the following steps:

(1) Compute all metrics for all samples.

(2) Search for the modules where the computed metric
falls below the rating established for that metric.

(3) Print the name of the module and the name of the
metric where the module failed to meet the rating.

Standard batch processing or predefined queries for repeated
and routine analysis can reduce the reviewer's effort, and
thus support the cost reduction of the quality assessment
process.

(c) Adapt the following process as a means to establish and
refine an acceptability criterion using the comparison of the
computed metrics against a reference. As appropriate, the
results of an evaluation can be used as inputs to the
refinement of the criterion for subsequent evaluations.

(1) Initially use the value suggested in the user's
manual and the historical value of other demographics
(i.e., Nuclear Engineering).

(2) As AECB reviewers gain experience from using QA
Fortran, create a custom demographic with appropriate
metrics from the previous evaluations and as a reference
for comparison.

The absolute values of the computed metrics and quality
values are subject to interpretation depending on the
application and viewpoints of the stakeholder (users,
developers, regulators, etc.). Therefore, it is necessary to
establish acceptance criteria consistent with the application
and viewpoint of the AECB reviewers.
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APPENDIX A

DETAILED TOOL USAGE RESULTS

This appendix provides the detailed results of running QA FORTRAN
on sample FORTRAN programs provided by the AECB. These samples
are:

test.a: 45 files 45 modules 1 common file 8,358 lines
test.b: 1 file 64 modules 68 common files 11,942 lines
test.c: 29 files 104 modules 6 common files 19,039 lines

Each sample was analyzed using QA FORTRAN features as tabulated
in table A-l. For each feature tested, the following are
provided:

(a) ID: test case identification corresponding to

test number and sample identification.

(b) Description: describes the QA FORTRAN feature tested.

(c) Usage: describes the potential usage of such feature
in an quality assessment process.

(d) Procedure: describes the step-by-step process to

run the test.

(e) Comments: general remarks about the feature and test.

(f) Outputs: annotated partial output of the analysis for
each sample.

The output of each test is identified using the sample
identification and the test case identification. For example:
test printout id: A001 is the result of executing test case "001"
with the sample "test.a".
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Table A -1 OA FORTRAN Features Tested

Test
I.D. Feature Description

001 Demographic Quality Analysis

002 List of worst 20% (average percentile) modules compared
with the reference from nuclear engineering
demographic, DQA_NUC_ENG.

003 Fan-In/Fan-Out Analysis - List of all modules in
package sorted on fan-statistic descending order. The
bigger the fan-statistic, the more tightly coupled is
the module within the package.

004 Calling Tree Analysis - Graphical representation of
calling relations between modules.

005 Statistic of selected metric measurements for all
modules: minimum, maximum, average, total and the
distribution of values in user defined intervals.

006 Metric measurements for a selected module.

007 Structure Synopsis Analysis - Graphical representation
of the flow-graph of a selected module.

008 COMMON Block Usage - Graphical representation of COMMON
blocks referenced by a selected module.

009 Interface Statistics for a selected module.

010 Jump Statistics for selected module.

011 Metric Correlation Analysis - Graphical representation
of selected metric correlations.

012 Sample listing with warning messages for selected
module.

013 User Defined Metrics - procedure for adding user
defined metrics and checks.
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Test I D : ooi

Description: Demographic Quality Analysis

Demographic analysis facilitates overall comparison of quality
characteristics with similar application domain using selected
metrics. QA FORTRAN provides three relevant complexity metrics
for the Nuclear Engineering domain as a reference. For each
metric the computed metric of the sample is normalized to the
reference. A histogram representing the distribution of modules
in analyzed sample is shown. The maximum module population in a
10% interval is indicated under each metric, and is graphically
represented by the rectangle with the higher hight. The
complexity metrics used for reference are:

STKNT - Knot Count, relates to "Structure Quality"
STCYC - Cyclomatic Complexity, relates to "Branch Quality"
STPTH - Static Path Count, relates to "Path Quality"

Usage:

The test gives an overall indication of how the analyzed sample
compares to the reference from a similar application domain.

Procedure:

1. Select all files in sample
2. QAF operation mode: Demographic Analysis
3. Select demographic domain for reference (DQA_NUC_ENG)
4. Process
5. Print screen

Comments:

The absolute value of the metrics is found to vary with
application area,and may be subjected to variety of
interpretation. However, when compared with database built up by
analysing software from a particular application area, the value
is normalized into percentile. This would facilitate the
"relative" quality measurement.

The user can create its own demographic by:

(a) defining the relevant metrics,
(b) defining the quality reference of each metric.

QA FORTAN supplies the demographic reference of: Structure
Quality, Branch Quality and Path Quality from a variety of
application areas.
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ID: AOOl
DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

« « Click ho to to quit » »

•
A
-individual

- average

DEMOGRAPHIC QUALITY AHALYEIS of 45 functions/subroutines and 45 files.

Increasing Quality

STKNT
Structure Quality
(tax. bin = 15)

STCYC
Branch Quality
(Max. bin = 12)

STPTH

Path Quality
(tax. bin s 9)

-\ h
knot count

BO 90 100
modules in interval

80 90 100

cyclômatic
complexity

0 10 20

I static
80 90 100 P a t h C O U n t

PERCEiTtlLE RAUKIHGS AGAINST DEHOGRAPH FILE "DQft_Hnc_I3KJ"
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ID: B001
DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

« « Click hero to quit » »

DEMOGRAPHIC QUALITY DIALYSIS of 64 functions/subroutines and 1 f l l o .

4 - individual
A - average

STKNT
Structure Quality
(Max. bin = 12)

0 10 20

STCYC

Branch Quality
(Kax. bin = 13)
cyclomatic

complexity
STPTH

Path Quality
(Kax. bin = 14)

static path
• count

0 10 20

0 10 20

Increasing Quality

12 modules in
interval

BO 90 100

• 'F
B0 90 100

80 90 100

PERCEHTILE RJU0UHG3 UGAIHST DEMOGRAPH F I L E -DQA_KOC_EHG-
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ID: C001
DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

« « dick here to quit » »

- i n d i v i d u a l
- avoraçjo

STKNT
structure Quality
(Kax. bin = 19)

Knot count

STCYC
Branch Quality
(Hax. tain = 25)
cyclomatic
complexity

STPTH
Path Quality
(Kax. bin = 21)
static path
count

DEHOGRAPHIC QUALITY ANALYSIS of 104 functions/subroutines and 29 f i l e s .

Increasing Quality

0 10 20

-,_ JQ modules in' interval

BO 90 100

10 20 60 90 100

21

0 10 20
"3jrçRçsf® 9ç

go so loo

-average

PERCEHTILE RANKIUG6 AGUHST DKHOCRWH FILS
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Test ID: 002

Description: Worst 20% Modules

Obtain a list of t/ e worst 20% of all modules in sample using a
selected metrics from a demographic domain as a reference. The
list contains the file name, module name and average percentile.
The list is sorted in ascending order of ur.e average percentile.

The average percentile represents on a scale of 0-100 how the
module compares to the reference from a selected demographic by
analysing three complexity metrics (Knot Count, Cyclomatic
Complexity and Static Path Count), using non-weighted average.

Usage:

The test quickly identifies the worst modules in sample in terms
of structure quality, branch quality and path quality. The
reviewer can select from this list modules for further thorough
analysis.

Procedure:

1. Select all files in sample
2. QAF operation mode: Demographic Analysis
3. List by category (20%)
4. Select demographic domain for reference (DQA_NUC_ENG)
5. Process
6. Print list

Comments :

As in test 001, the metrics and measurement reference can be
define by user to form a selected application.
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ID: A002
WORST 20% modules

Category: Uorst 205! <average percentile, worst first)
compared with demograph file - OQA_HUC_ENG

File name

close.f
print.f
advance.f
userinp.f
functd.f
kutrus.f
state.f
more.f
preplot.f
source,f

Hodule_name

close
print
advance
userinp
functd
kutrus
state
more
preplot
source

Avg_percentile

6.34
10.52
11.62
14.04
15.71
15.79
16.16
16.17
17.79
19.20

f
Percentage rating of samples
against reference from nuclear
engineering demographic.
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I D : B002
WORST 20% MODULES

Category: Worst 20X (average percentile, worst f i rs t )
compared with demograph f i l e - 0OA_NUC_ENC

File_name Module_name Avg_percentile

testb.f sizer 3.24
testb.f random 4.30
testb.f input 5.33
testb.f siinpu 5.34
testb.f cpratio 5.42
testb.f extcrct 5.75
testb.f fuelc 6.45
testb.f orif ice 6.49
testb.f outsrasi 7.41
testb.f outsum 7.41
testb.f boiler 8.37
testb.f -toco 11.82
testb.f pod2o 12.78
testb.f infedr 13.07
testb.f taprite 14.40
testb.f htran 16.87
testb.f steamg 17.16
testb.f output 18.44
testb.f outhtsi 18.58
testb.f outhts 18.59
testb.f tfase 19.12

t
percentage rating
of samples against reference
from nuclear engineering
demographic
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I D : C002
WORST 20% MODULES

Category: Worst 20X (average percent!le, worst f i r s t )
compared with demograph f i l e - DQA_NUC_ENG

File_name Module_name Avg_percenti le

READ1.F0R readi 3.18
PR1HT2.F0R print2 4.24
ORDER.FOR order 4.26
READ2.F0R read2 4.59
1TER.F0R iter 5.09
PROD.FOR prod 5.59
ITERC.FOR itère 5.68
READOD.FOR rcadid 5.83
IN1T.F0R init 5.84
ITERS.FOR iters 5.85
LEACH.FOR leach 6.17
L2S0R.F0R Isorx 6.23
L2S0R.F0R Isorz 6.27
L2S0R.F0R Isory 6.35
HAIH.FOR main 6.36
L2S0R.F0R I2sor 6.56
READ1A.FOR readia 8.40
C0EFF1.F0R coeffi 8.64
INIT.FOR printi 9.02
MAPIT.FOR map2d 9.38
PRNTS.FOR. prnts 11.30
ITER.FOR sqinf 14.03
READ2.FOR mapdat 14.67
DINIT.FOR dinit 14.99
COEFF1.F0R coeff4 16.16
PRNTS.'FOR plot 17.16
HAPIT.FOR mapit 18.19
WELLB.FOR • wellb 18.35
READO.FOR readO 18.48
C0EFF1.F0R coeff3 18.69
MAIN.FOR wlplot 19.79

percentage rating
against reference from
nuclear engineering
demographic
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ID: 003

Description: Fan-In/Fan-Out Analysis

A statistic is computed to show the degree of coupling and
structural importance of a module within a package. Fan-In
represents the number of times a routine calls other routines and
Fan-Out is the number of times a routine calls other routines.
The Fan-Statistic is calculated using the formula:

Fan-Statistic = Fan-In + Fan-Out + Fan-In*Fan-Out.

Usage:

The reviewer is pointed to the highly coupled modules within a
package for further reviews.

Procedure:

1. Select all files in sample
2. QAF operation mode: Package Analysis
3. Select Calling Tree Analysis
4. Select Fan-In/Fan-Out Analysis
5. Print report

comments:

A high Fan-In for a routine indicates that many other routines
depend on that routine.

A high Fan-Out indicates that the routine depend on many others.
A high Fan-Statistic indicates that the routine is tightly
coupled within the package, and careful consideration should be
taken when changes are required.
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ID: A003
Fan-In/Fan-Out Analysis

TABLE OF ROUTINES AND THEIR FAN-IN/FAN-OUT.

The output is sorted on fan-statistic in descending order.
The bigger the fan-statistic, the more tightly coupled is the
function with the package as a whole.

routine

readin
tcutrus
source
prescon
advance
hello
holedata
discge
linkdata
lirvkflow
nodedata
parser
state
tabremv
transin
userinp
hist
accident
close
eclong
funct
prset
prseti
terp
th

fan-in fan-out fan-statistic

trace
wall
more
solve
thanks
brkdata
charjoin
decay
functd
heatcont
linkctrt
preplot
print
prset2
qdr
scrninfo
tracedat
tridjag
version
wallinfo

1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
Z
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9
7
6
12
5
3
3
2
2
2
2
0
0
0
1
2
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

19
15
13
12
11
7
7
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

'fan-in = how many routines
call respective routine

fan-out = how many routines
are called by the
respective routine

fan-statistic = fan-in + fan-out + fan-in
*fan-out
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1D: B003
Fan-In/Fan-Out Analysis

TABLE OF ROUTINES AND THEIR FAH-IN/FAN-OUT.

The output is sorted on fan-statistic in descending order.
The bigger the fan-sntist ic. the more tightly coupled is the
function with the pa age as a whole.

routine

output
cpratio
flow
tfase
extcrct
input
siinpu
infedr
outfedr
polate
bolter
itype2
Itype3
htohpd
ht ran
siier
fuelc
jtypei

fan-in fan-out fan-statistic

oefpd
steamg
temp
testb
hgap
htcof
htldr
orif ice
phisqmn
polf
rihrohp
vent
«type*
outhts
outhtsi
outsmsi
outsura
pMsqfz
pod2oe
pole
loco
pod2o
pol
wevy
chful
chfxl
efp
fc
)3fders
inhts
inhtsi
inpusiz
otprssi
outcpr
outcpsi
outinpu
outinsi
outpres
outsiz
outszsi
polaze
polx
prn
random
reyn
sc
sinpusz
taprite

8
(.
5
6
1
5
5
3
3
18
1
1
1
2
1
S
3

1
3
1
1
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

11
B
5
3
11
3
3
4

0
7
7
7

6
6
2
5
5
2
4
3
6
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
n

107
A4
35
27
23
23
23
19
19
18
15
15
15
H
13
13
11
11
11
11
9
7
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

Fan-In = how many routines call
respective routine

Fan-Out = how many routines are called by
the respective routine

Fan-Statistic =
Fan-In + Fan-Out + Fan-In * Fan-Out
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ID: C003
Fan-In/Fan-Out Analysis

TABLE OF ROUTINES AND THEIR FAN-IN/FAN-OUT.

= The output is sorted on fan-stat ist ic in descending order.
= The bigger the fan-stat ist ic, the more t ight ly coupled is the
= function with the package as a whole.
=

routine
iter
print2
itère
iters
leach
coeff4
coeffi
readi
mbal
prod
ditri
readid
read2
gaus3d
init
aqinf
ditd
ditds
dmqwO
defc
dmqq
coeff2
coeff3
I2sor
mapit
visro
wellit
hloss
wellb
ditc2
dmqwm2
printi
wtfnc
dinit
dmqg
dmqw2
order
defes
main
aqfup
dcoef
(sorx
Isory
Isorz
pv
ditr3

fan-in

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
1
11
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
23
1

fan-out

81
56
54
52
45
24
23
33
32
32
30
30
26
12
25
24
24
20
20
18
18
11
11
8
17
2
17
16
10
14
14
14
9
13
13
13
8
12
24
11
11
11
11
11
0
10

fan-statis

163
113
109
105
91
74
71
67
65
65
61
51
53
51
51
49
49
41
41
37
37
35
35
35
35
35
35
33
32
29
29
29
29
27
27
27
26
25
24
23
23
23
23
23
23
21

Fan-In = how many routines
call respective routine

Fan-Out = how many routines are
called by the respective routine

Fan-Statistic =
Fan-In + Fan-Out + Fan-In * Fan-Out
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Test ID: 004

Description: Calling Tree Analysis

The graphical representation of the calling relationship of
modules within a package is shown.

The relations calls/called-by are shown in different colours when
clicking on a module.

Usage:

The reviewer has an overall structural image of the sample.

Procedure:

1. Select all files in sample
2. QAF operation mode: Package Analysis
3. Select Calling Tree Analysis
4. Select Show Calling Tree
5. Click on different modules
6. Print screen

Comments:

If the sample contains many modules with a very complicated
calling relationship as in sample test.c, the calling tree is
very difficult to read. An alternative in this situation is to
select a limited number of modules in the sample for analysis and
repeat the analysis as required.
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ID: A004
Calling Tree

test, a

Click bora to quit

fTransin calls

^Hist is calle

Hist

1 by Transin
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ID: B004
Calling Tree



ID: COOA
Calling Tree

-A18-
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ID: 005

Description: Metric statistics

Provides statistics of selected metrics on all modules in the
package. The statistics provided include: minimum value, maximum
value, average, total and module distribution in selectable
intervals.

The metrics computed by QA FORTRAN for this test are the following:

STKNT •
STKDN •
STCYC •
STMCC •
STMIF •
STSUB <
STBAK -
STELF •
STVOL •
STBUG •
STPBG •
STUNV •

Usage:

Knot Count STHJM
Knot Density STAJM
Cyclomatic Complexity STPTH
Myer's Interval STPDN
Deepest Nesting Level STDIF
Number of Subroutines STEFF
Number of Backward Jumps STMOB
Number of Dangling IF1s STGTO
Program Volume STAKI
Residual Bugs (token based)
Residual Bugs (path based)
Number of Unused Variables

Longest Jump in Lines
Average Jump in Lines
Static Path Count
Path density
Program Difficulty
Program Effort
Code Portability
Number of GOTO1s
Akiyama's Criterion

The statistics provided by this analysis can be used to assess the
degree to which the software quality characteristics deviate form a
reference measure as shown in table 6 of this document.

Procedure:

1. Invoke QA FORTRAN Command Language
2. Execute customized queries as described in Appendix B.

Comments:

Custom queries and output format can be developed by the user for
exporting data to other software packages (such as LOTUS 1-2-3 or
EXCEL) for further statistical analysis and generate graphical
outputs.
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ID: A005
Statistics of selected metric

Hon Oct 19 11:49:07 1992 STPTB Page 1

Of 45 BubB/funca, Average
Minimum
Maximum
Total

value was
value was
value was
value wan

Bin populations were:

LOWER
0.0 < value <

200.0 < value <
1000.0 < value <
10000.0 < value <

100000.0 < value

UPPER
200.0
1000.0

10000.0
100000.0

S 447609S9
: 1
: 500000000
:2014213182

NUMBER
21
4
6
1
13

.6

.0

.0

.0

PER-CENT
46.67
8.89
13.3)
2.22
28.89

OVERALL-PER
46.67
55.56
68.89

71.11
100.00
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ID: B005
Statistics of selected metrics

Mon Oct 19 15)51:06 1992 6TPTH Page 1

64 Bubs/funcs/ Average value was

LOWER
0.0

200.0
1000.0
10000.0

100000.0

Minimum value was
Maximum value was
Total value was

Bin populations wero:

UPPER
< valus < 200.0

< value < 1000.0
< value < 10000.0
< value < 100000.0
< value

: 97341403
: 1
: 500000000
16229649842

NUMBER
33
3
2
1
25

.8

.0

.0

.0

PER-CENT
51.56
4.69
3.12
1.56

39.06

OVERALL-PER-CENT
51.56
56.25
59.38
60.94
100.00
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ID: C005
Statistic of Selected metric

Mon Oct 19 15146:57 1992 STPTH Pago 1

Of 104 BUba/funcs, Average value was s 101589458.S
Minimum value was : 1.0

' Maximum value was : 500000000.0
Total value was : 10565303695.0

Bin populations were:

LOWER
0.0 >

200.0 <
1000.0 <

10000.0 <
100000.0 <

: value <
: value <
: value <
: value <
: value

UPPER
200.0

1000.0
10000.0
100000.0

HUKBER PER-CENT OVERU1-PER-CEOT
54.61
59.62
65.38
69.23

100.00

57
5
6
4
32

54.81
4.81
5.77
3.85
30.77
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in: 006

Description: Metric Measurements for a Selected File

All metrics are computed for the selected file. If the file
contains multiple modules, statistics for all modules are reported.
The report includes the computed metrics of select files (and all
modules within the files) and a summary line showing number of
warning message for each severity level.

Usage:

The reviewer can obtain a report of computed metrics for modules
within the selected files. The metric computed can be used to make
inference about the aspect of the software associated with that
particular metric.

For example, a high "Maximum Nesting of Control Structure11

indicates that the module is inherently difficult to test using
normal "black box" test strategy. In this case, "white box"
testing is required to explicitly exercise the nested conditions.
The reviewer may want to examine the test documentation to
determine the adequacy of testing.

Procedure:

1. Select a file
2. QAF operation mode: Module Analysis
3. Select Show Statistics
4. Run QA-Fortran
5. Print report

Comments:

1. The metric computed represents a measure of the particular
aspect of the software. The algorithm used to systematically
compute the metric is based on world wide studies in the area
of software metrication.

2. The metric computed forms the raw data in mathematical sense.
No single metric can be used as an indicator of code quality
but a combination of metrics can be used to indicate
complexity, portability, maintainability, readability etc.
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ID: A006
Metric Measurements

File: functd.f

<S>STUSR
<S>STAPO

USER GENERATED STATISTICS
Average path density

<S>STFIL Name of file
<S>STHAH Name of module
<S>STNTB NON-TOKEN BASED STATISTICS
<S>STKNT Number of knots
<S>STKDN Knot density
<S>STCYC ' Cyclomatic complexity
<S>STHCC Myer's interval
<S>STKIF Deepest block IF level
<S>STVAR Total number of identifiers
<S>STSUB Number of subroutine calls
<S>STAKI Akiyama's criterion
<S>STLIN Number of code lines
<S>STXLN Number of executable lines
<S>STBAK Number of backward jumps
<S>STELF Number of dangling ELSE IF's
<S>STGTO Hurcber of GOTO's
<S>STUNV Unused or non-reused variables
<S>STLJH Shortest jump recorded in lines
<S>STHJH Longest jump recorded in lines
<S>STAJH Average jump length in lines
<S>STPTH ESTIMATED STATIC PROGRAM PATHS
<S>STPDN Path density
<S>STTKB TOKEM BASED STATISTICS
<S>STOPT 'Number of distinct operators
<S>STOPN Number of distinct operands
<S>STTOT total rentier of tokens used
<S>STZIP Zipf . prediction of n
<S>STHAL Ha I stead prediction of n
<S>STSHN Shannon information content(bits)
<S>STDIF Program difficulty.
<S>STEFF Program effort.
<S>STVOL Program volume.
<S>STDEV Est. development (programmer-days)
<S>STPRT Est. porting (programmer-days)
<S>STHOB Code portability as percentage
<S>STBUG Residual bugs (token-based est.)
<S>STP8G Residual bugs (STPTH-based est.)

187245.720
functd.f
functd

25
0.18

44
1 (44:45)
1
461
0
44
193
140
0
2
25
2
3
44 '

10.68
26214400
187245.72

33 (t1>
629 (t2)
4080 (n)
4681
6014
2Ï452

5.35
117326
21932

3.26
0.04

98.71
2
7

metrics computed
by tool

<S>SUMM. 1 1 ( 9 ) : 0 ( 8 ) : 3 { 7 ) : 2 8 ( 6 ) : 7 ( 5 ) : 3 0 ( 4 ) : 0 ( 3 ) : - 1 ( 2 ) : - 1 ( 1 ) : - 1 ( 0 )

summary l ine - how many warnings per level



ID: B006
METRIC MEASUREMENTS

File: testb.f

- A 2 5 -

<S>STFIL Name of file testb.f
<S>STKM< Home of module testb
<S>STHTB NON-TOKEN BASED STATISTICS....
<S>STKNT Number of knots 12
<S>STKDN Knot density 0.18
<S>STCYC Cyclomatic complexity.. 14
<S>STHCC Hyer's interval 1 (14:15)
<S>STHIF Deepest block IF level 0
<S>STVAR Total number of identifiers 321
<S>STSUB Number of subroutine calls 6
<S>STAKI Akiyama's criterion 20
<S>STLIN Number of code lines 106
<S>STXLN Number of executable lines 65
<S>STBAK Number of backward jumps 3
<S>STELF Number of dangling ELSE lc's 0
<S>STGTO • Number of GOTO1s 7
<S>StUNV <.Unused or non-reused variables 4
<S>STLJH Shortest jump recorded in lines 2
<S>STHJM Longest jump recorded in lines 50
<S>STAJH Average Jump length in lines 17.71
<S>STPTH ESTIMATED STATIC PROGRAM PATHS 192
<S>STPDN Path density 2.95
<S>STTKB TOKEN BASED STATISTICS
<S>STOPT Number of distinct operators 29 (tD
<S>STOPN Number of distinct operands 533 (t2)
<S>STTOT Total number of tokens used 1655 (n)
<S>ST2IP Zipf prediction of n 3882
<S>STHAL Halstead prediction of n 4968
<S>STSHN Shannon information content(bits) 19055
<S>STDIF Program difficulty. 6.59
<S>STEFF Program effort. 116757
<S>STVOL Program volunve. 17729
<S>STDEV Est. development (programmer-days) 3.24
<S>STPRT , Est. porting (programmer-days) 1.06
<S>STHOB Code portability as percentage 67.32
<S>STBUG Residual bugs (token-based est.) 2
<S>STPBG Residual bugs (STPTH-based est.) 2
<S>SUHN. 109)1(8)4(753(6>2(5)34(4)0(

metrics computed
by tool

• summary line - how many
warnings per level

. partial printout
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ID: C006
METRIC MEASUREMENTS

F i l e : ORDER.FOR

<S>STFIL
<S>STNAM
<S>STNTB
<S>STKHT
<S>STKOM
<S>STCYC
<S>STMCC
<S>STHIF
<S>STVAR
<S>STSUB
<S>STAKI
<S>STLIN
<S>STXIN
<S>STBAK
<S>STELF
<S>STGTO
<S>STUNV
<S>STLJM
<S>STHJH
<S>STAJM
<S>STPTH
<S>STPDN
<S>STTKB
<S>STOPT
<S>STOPN
<S>STTOT
<S>ST2IP
<S>STHAL
<S>STSHN
<S>S7DIF
<S>STEFF
<S>STVOL
<S>STDEV
<S>STPRT
<S>STHOB
<S>STBUG
<S>STPBG
<S>SUHH.
<S>STFIL
<S>STHAH
<S>STNTB
<S>STKNT
<S>STKDN
<$>STCYC
<S>STHCC
<S>STMIF
<S>STVAR
<$>STSUB
<$>STAKJ
<S>STLIN
<S>STXLN
<S>STBAK
<S>STELF
<S>STGTO
<S>STUNV
<S>STLJH
<S>STHJH
<S>STAJH
<S>STPTH
<S>STPDM
<S>STTKB
<S>STOPT
<S>STOPN
<S>STTOT
<S>STZIP
<S>STHAL
<S>STSHN
<S>STDIF
<S>STEFF
<S>STVOL
<S>STOEV
<S>STPRT
<S>STMOB
<S>STBUG
<S>STPBG
<S>SUMM.

Marne of file ORDER.FOR
Name of module order
NON-TOKEN BASED STATISTICS
Number of knots 458
Knot density 1.11
Cyelomatic complexity 141
Myer's interval 6 (141:147)
Deepest block IF level 0
Total number of identifiers 235
Number of subroutine calls 0
Akiyama's criterion 141
Number of code lines 398
Number of executable lines 413
number of backward jumps 3
Number of dangling ELSE IF's 0
Number of GOTO4s 122
Unused or non-reused variables 18
Shortest jump recorded in lines 2
Longest jump recorded in lines 222
Average jump length in lines 26.85
ESTIMATED STATIC PROGRAM PATHS 500000000
Path density 1210653.75
TOKEN BASED STATISTICS
Hunber of distinct operators 31 (ti)
-Number of distinct operands 635 Ct2)
Total number of tokens used 4440 (n)
Zipf prediction of n 4714
Halstead prediction of n 6065
Shannon information content(bits) 23635
Program difficulty. 11.82
Program effort. 261403
Program volume. 22107
Est. development (programmer-days) 7.26
Est. porting (programmer-days) 1.85
Code portability as percentage 74.48
Residual bugs (token-based est.) 4
Residual bugs {STPTH-based est.) 8
5 5 7 0 6 1 5 3 6 4)

Name of file -

Name of module
NON-TOKEN BASED STATISTICS
Nunber of knots
Knot density
Cyclomatic complexity
Myer.'s interval
Deepest block IF level
Total number of identifiers
Number of subroutine calls
Akiyama's criterion
Number of code lines
Number of executable lines
Number of backward jumps
Number of dangling ELSE IF's
Number of GOTO1 s
Unused or non-reused variables
Shortest jump recorded in lines
Longest jump recorded in lines
Average jump length in lines
ESTIMATED STATIC PROGRAM PATHS
Path density
TOKEN BASED STATISTICS
Number of distinct operators
Number of distinct operands
Total number of tokens used
Zipf prediction of n
Halstead prediction of n
Shannon information content(bits)
Program difficulty.
Program effort.
Program volume.
Est. development (programmer-days)
Est. porting (programmer-days)
Code portability as percentage
Residual bugs (token-based est.)
Residual bugs (STPTH-based est.)

3 7 6 4 3

ORDER.FOR
gaus3d

12
0.06

34
0 (34:34)
0
247
0
34
228
202
1
0
11
17
2
139
19.64

8192
40.55

24 (t1)
448 (t2)
33H5 (n)
3178
4055
15258

7.12
100512
14114

2.79
2.28
18.34

Metrics computed
by tool

summary line
how many warnings per level
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ID: 007

Description: Structure Synopsis Analysis

To display the control flow of modules within the selected file in
a graphical form. The symbols used are:

- straight line: executable fall-through code
- dotted line: backward jump or DO-loop
- split line: IF-decision

Usage:

This allows the reviewer to:

(a) visually inspect the overall structure of modules, and
(b) identify potential problem areas within a module for detailed

examination.

Procedure:

1. Select file
2. QAF operation mode: Utilities
3. Select Show Structure Synopsis
4. Print screen

Comments :

For example, the analysis can assist the reviewer to identify
potential problem areas such as:

- unreachable code shown by discontinued or disconnected lines,
- high level of nested control structure,
- location of knots (crossing of control flow) etc.
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ID: 008

Description: COMMON Block Usage

A graphical representation of COMMON Blocks accessed by the
selected file.

Usage:

Allows the reviewer to visually inspect the overall usage of COMMON
block by module without having to look at listing. Often the
COMMON block usage is embedded in the INCLUDE files that could make
the inspection tedious.

Procedure:

1. Select file
2. QAF operation mode: Package Analysis
3. Select COMMON Block Usage
4. Select Show Blocks Referenced by Routine
5. Print screen

Comments:

The COMMON block is often used to pass parameter between modules.
A visual presentation of COMMON block usage forms an integral part
of interface analysis. Much implied coupling through COMMON weaken
the coherence significantly and presents difficulties in
maintenance.



ID: A008
COMMON BLOCK USAGE
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ID: B008
COMMON BLOCK USAGE

module
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ID: C008
COMMON BLOCK USAGE

-A3 4-

module

« « Click boca to quit »»

— COMMON BLOCK
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ID: 009

Description: Interface Statistics

The test will produce a report on the following interface
statistics:

- Number of INPUT arguments
- Number of OUTPUT arguments
- Total number of arguments
- Number of INPUT COMMON
- Number of OUTPUT COMMON
- Number of unused COMMON
- Local variables used implicitly
- Total variables used in interface

Usage:

This allows the reviewer to assess the design structure,
information flow complexity and interfacing characteristics.

Procedure:

1. Select file(s)
2. QAF operation mode: Module Analysis
3. Select Special Options
4. Select Interface Statistics
5. Print report

Comments:

These interface statistics provide indication of the degree of
coupling of the software and hence, degree of difficulty related to
the maintenance.

User defined queries can be developed to obtain statistics on
average, minimum, maximum, total and module distribution in various
intervals. A sample query is shown in Appendix B.
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ID: A009
INTERFACE STATISTICS

File: advance.f

<S>STNAH Name of module advance
<S>NTINT SUB./FUNC. INTERFACE STATISTICS
<S>NTIMA Number of INPUT arfl'jments 0
<S>HTOTA Number of OUTPUT argir.ients 0
<S>MTTOA Tot^l number of argurients 0
<S>NTINC JJuifcer of INPUT COMMON 89
<S>NTOTC Number of OUTPUT COMMON 41
<S>NTUHC Number of Unused COMMON 276
<S>NTUSL Local variables used implicitly 0
<S>NTTOT Total variables used in interface 130

= File: close.f

<S>STNAH Name of module close
<S>NTINT SU8./FUNC. INTERFACE STATISTICS
<S>HT!NA Number of INPUT arguments 1
<S>NTOTA Number of OUTPUT arguments 0
<S>NTTOA Total number of arguments 1
<S>NTINC Number of INPUT COMMON 20
<S>NTOTC Number of OUTPUT COMMON 7
<S>NTUNC Number of Unused COMMON 350
<S>NTUSL Local variables-used implicitly 0
<S>NTTOr Total variables used in interface 2fl

File: functd.f

<S>STNAM NBme of module functd
<S>NTINT SUB./FUHC. INTERFACE STATISTICS
<S>NTINA Number of INPUT arguments 0
<S>NTOTA Number of OUTPUT arguments 0
<S>NTTOA Total number of arguments 0
<S>NTINC Number of INPUT COMMON 33
<S>NTOTC Number of OUTPUT COMMON 1
<S>NTUNC Number of Unused COMMON 341
<S>NTUSL Local variables used implicitly 0
<S>NTTOT Totarl variables used in interface 34
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ID: B009
INTERFACE STATISTICS

File: testb.f

<S>STNAH Name of module testb
<S>MTIHT NO INTERFACE STATISTICS FOR MAIN

<S>STNAM Name of module itype!
<S>NTINT SUB./FUNC. INTERFACE STATISTICS

Number of INPUT arguments 0
Number of OUTPUT arguments 0
Total number of arguments 0
Number of INPUT COMMON 2
Number of OUTPUT COMMON 2
Number of Unused COMMON 203
Local variables used implicitly 0

<S>NTINA
<S>NTOTA
<S>NTTOA
<S>NT1NC
<S>NTOTC
<S>NTUNC
<S>NTUSL
<S>NTTOT Total variables used in interface U

<S>STNAH Name of module itype2
<S>NTINT ' SUB./FUHC. INTERFACE STATISTICS
<S>NTINA \Number of INPUT arguments 0
<S>NTOTA Number of OUTPUT arguments 0
<S>NTT0A Total number of arguments 0
<S>NTINC Number of INPUT COMMON 11
<S>NTOTC Number of OUTPUT COMMON 10
<S>NTUNC Number of Unused COMMON 204
<S>NTUSL Local variables used implicitly 0
<S>NTTOT Total variables used in interface 21

<S>STNAH Name of module itype3
<S>NT1NT SUB./FUNC. INTERFACE STATISTICS
<S>NTINA Number of INPUT arguments 0
<S>NTOTA Number of OUTPUT arguments 0
<S>NTTOA Total number of arguments 0
<S>NTINC Number of INPUT COMMON 3
<S>NTOTC Number of OUTPUT COMMON 5
<S>NTUNC Number of Unused COMMON 200
<S>NTUSL • Local variables used implicitly 0
<S>NTTOT Total variables used in interface 8

<S>STNAH Name of module ttype4
<S>NTINT SUB./FUNC. INTERFACE STATISTICS
<S>NTINA Number of INPUT arguments 0
<S>NTOTA Number of OUTPUT arguments 0
<S>NTTOA Total number of arguments 0
<S>NTINC Number of INPUT COMMON 0
<S>NTOTC Number of OUTPUT COMMON 1
<S>NTUNC Number of Unused COMMON Z05
<S>NTUSL Local variables used implicitly 0
<S>NTTOT Total variables used in interface 1

<S>STNAM Name of module itype5
<S>NTINT SUB./FUNC. INTERFACE STATISTICS
<S>NTINA Number of INPUT arguments 0
<S>NTOTA Number of OUTPUT arguments 0
<S>NTT0A Total number of arguments 0
<S>NTINC Number of INPUT COMMON 2
<S>NTOTC Number of OUTPUT COMMON 2
<S>NTUNC Number of Unused COMMON 203
<S>NTUSL Local variables used implicitly 0
<S>NTTOT Total variables used in interface 4

Note: This is a partial
printout.
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ID: C009
INTERFACE STATISTICS

File: ORDER.FOR

<S>STNAH Name of module order
<S>NTINT SUB./FUNC. INTERFACE STATISTICS
<S>NTINA Number of INPUT arguments 3
<S>NTOTA Number of OUTPUT arguments 4
<S>NTTOA Total number of arguments 7
<S>NTtNC Number of INPUT COMMON 3
<S>NTOTC Number of OUTPUT COMMON 0
<S>NTUNC Number of Unused COMMON 155.
<S>NTUSL Local variables used implicitly 0
<S>NTTOT Total variables used in interface 10

<S>STNAH Name of module gaus3d
<S>NTINT SUB./FUNC. INTERFACE STATISTICS
<S>NTINA Number of INPUT arguments 6
<S>NTOTA Number of OUTPUT arguments 2
<S>NTTOA Total number of arguments 9
<S>NTINC Number of INPUT COMMON 1
<S>NTOTC • Number of OUTPUT COMMON 1
<S>NTUNC -.Number of Unused COMMON 150
<S>NTUSL Local variables used implicitly 0
<S>NTTOT Total variables used in interface 10

- File: PRINT2.FOR
s
SSSS£SE===SS5SSEEE£ESEESEESSSEEESEE5SSE£E:ESEE:s:ESESSSrSEESS:SSSSSSS:SS:

<S>STNAK Name of module ppint2
<S>HTINT SUB./FUNC. INTERFACE STATISTICS
<S>NTINA Number of INPUT arguments 6
<S>NTOTA Number of OUTPUT arguments 1
<S>NTT0A Total number of arguments 8
<S>NTINC Humber of INPUT COMMON 47
<S>NTOTC . Number of OUTPUT COMMON 25
<S>NTUNC Number of Unused COMMON 114
<S>NTUSL Local variables used implicitly 11
<S>NTTOT Total variables used in interface 90

File: REA01.FOR

<S>STNAH Name of module readi
<S>NT1NT SUB./FUNC. INTERFACE STATISTICS
<S>NTINA Number of INPUT arguments 0
<S>NTOTA Number of OUTPUT arguments 8
<S>NTTOA Total number of arguments 8
<S>NT1NC Number of INPUT COMMON 16
<S>NTOTC Number of OUTPUT COMMON 27
<S>NTUNC Number of Unused COMMON 131
<S>NTUSL Local variables used implicitly 0
<S>NTTOT Total variables used in interface 51

<S>STNAH Name of module prtgrd
<S>NTINT SUB./FUNC. INTERFACE STATISTICS
<S>NTIHA Number of INPUT arguments 3
<S>NTOTA Number of OUTPUT arguments 3
<S>NTTOA Total number of arguments 12
<S>NTINC Number of INPUT COMMON 0
<S>NTOTC Number of OUTPUT COMMON 0
<S>NTUNC Number of Unused COMMON 0
<S>NTUSL Local variables used implicitly 0
<S>NTTOT Total variables used in interface 6
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ID: 010

Description: Jump Statistics

The test produces a report of jumps greater than 10 statements for
the selected file. The start-line number, end-line number and the
number of lines-jumped are printed.

Usage:

The jump statistics constitute a measure of software
understandability for the reviewer.

Procedure:

1. Select file(s)
2. QAF operation mode: Module Analysis
3. Select Special Options
4. Select Jump Statistics
5. Print report

Comments:

A piece of code containing many and very long jumps is difficult to
read and understand.
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ID: A010
JUMP STATISTICS

Il 
II 

1

Jurps greater

Mod-name

advance
advance
advance
advance
advance

• 
i

n 
i

a 
1

ii 
i

il 
i

il 
i

il 
i

il 
i

II 
i

il 
i

il 
i

il 
i

II 
t! 

II 
II 

1

JiitiDS greater

Hod-name

close
close
close
close
close
close
close
close
close
close
close
close
close
close
close
close
close
close

=============

i 
» 

n
 n

Jumps greater

Hod-name

functd
functd
functd
functd
functd
functd

File: advance.,f

start-line

67
110
182
183
2Q4

File: close.f

End-line "

108
134
204
203
220

•

start-line

222
70
72
71
154
69
138
68
112
98

• 67
95
121
205
153
86
79
66

:=*==========*

F".e: functd.

End-line

74
205
191
177
74
147
74
121
74
68
95
112
138
221
166
74
67
77

lines-jumped

41
24
22
20
16

lines-jumped

148
135
119
106
80
78
64
53
38
30
28
17
17
16
13
12
12
11

====B=r=============S=======:

f

than 10 statements

start-line

134
135
105
106
86
87

End-line

178
178
132
132
103
103

Iines-jumped

44
43
27
26
17
16
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ID: C010
JUMP STATISTICS

II 
II

File: ORDER.FOR

Mod-name

order
order
gaus3d
order
order
order
order
order
older
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
order
gaus3d
order
order
order
order
order
order
order

start-line

274
54
220
96
185
271
182
205
203
116
114
209
120
198
109

• 210
•. 121
217
215
128
126
221
132
197
103
222
133
229
227
140
138
286
233

• 196
144
107
234
145
59
241
239
152
150
65
195
106
245
156
58
71
246
157
56
253
251
164
162
120
77
194
105
57
257
168
314

End-line

52
275
81
186
273
186
97
272
270
183
•181
272
183
259
170

• 270
181
272
270
183 .
181
272
183
247
158
270
181
272
270
183
181
323
272
235
183
146
270
181
90
272
270
183
181
95
223
134
272
183
84
95
270
181
78
272
270
183
181
139
95
211
122
72
272
183
328

lines- j imped

222
221
139
90
88
85
85
67
67
67
67
63
63
61
61
60
60
55
55
55
55
51
51
50
50
48
48
43
43
43
43
42
39
39
39
39
36
36

• 31
31
31
31
31
30
28
28
27
27
26
24
24
24
22
19
19
19
19
19
18
17
17
15
15
15
14
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ID: oil

Description: Metric Correlation Analysis

Provides the graphical representation of selected metrics
correlation. Each module is represented by a point in a two/three
dimension plan, axes being the selected metrics.

The points that lies outside the main correlation of points, called
outlier, indicate unusual correlation of the selected metrics, and
can be identified for further analysis.

Usage:

The modules that have unusual correlation of selected metrics is
identified for further review.

Procedure:

1. Select all files in sample
2. QAF operation mode: Demographic Analysis
3. Select Visualise Metrics
4. Select Metrics
5. Identify Outlier
6. Print screen

Comments :

This analysis provides a means of exploring the relationship
between metrics and identifying modules with unusual correlation.

For example outlier with higher STPTH (Static Path Count) indicate
a series of simple decisions which can be exponentially hard to
test properly and outlier with higher STCYC (Cyclomatic Complexity)
indicate deeply nested code which is also hard to test properly.
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ID: A011
METRIC CORRELATION

corr

identify outliers

[pif.PI-m|XVPIot|| Ht>tata||Tour||Se»teHermhHEBU^a|l°P t lon'l[HBW Data|[çinîînk][Helo||Exit||

CYCLOMATIC
COMPLEXITY

I Remove Labels I | U Toggle itlcky labels | | L Select x. H: Select \X

OOGOOQ
15TSUB| STAKI ) STUN I STXIN| SJBAK| SJEIF |oooooo

UHVl STUM | STHJH| 5TAJH | STPTH

000000
I STPOtt STOPTl ÎTOPH STTOTl SJZIP 1 STHAll

|STSHMlSTDIf 1 STIFF | STVOlj STDEV| sfPRTj

îlation•

>oo
ESTIMATED

OF EUGS
NUMBER
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ID: BOH
METRIC CORRELATION

STCYC/STBJG

CORRELATI

identify outliers

TirRotate||Tour||Scale||BrushHEfflflfljlOptions||Hew Data||Ûnîink||Help\\ï*îî\

cyclomatic
complexity

IL Select X. M: Select V"!

I STKNTl STKDtJtijMftll 5THCJ STHIF| STVAR| 5TSUB|

ooc^oooq
| STAKI | STUN | STXIN| STBftK| STELF | STCTCj STUN^oodoooo
I STUM | STHJHl STAJMl STPTt< STPDIj STOPTl STOPfjooooooo
I STTOTj 5T2IP | STHALJ STSHfjSTDIF | STEFF | STVOll

QC3C3QOOO
V.noooopoop

•estimated number
of bugs

outlier
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ID: C011
METRIC CORRELATION

identify outliers

|[C'-rtFI )>.(! XVPIot|| Rotate|| Tour||Scalo IIBrush | l? imï ïM| | Options || Mew Data || UnllnHI Help II Exit|

cyclomatic
complexity

STCYC - STBUIJ

CORRELATION

Remove labels | U Toggle sticky labtlsl IU Select X. H: Select «

STMCfl STMIF | STVARl STSÛB]

ooo
I STAKII STUN | STXW\ STBAK| STUf j STCTC| STUNlj

c x xioocic i
I STUM I STHJMl STflJM| STPT^ STPPfj STOPT] STOP?)

OUOQQQQ
| STTOTl STZIPl STHAtl STSH>4 STDIF | STEf f | STVOL]

3c x x3oopp
|5TDEV|STPRT|5TMQdK|3IH|5TPBC| lin~|

OOOFOO
routliers

estimated
number of bugs
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XD: 012

Description: Sample Listing with Warnings

To provide warnings message on ten levels of severity:

(0) Information

(1) Warnings

(2) Reliability

(3) Initialisation
(4) PRL Standards
(5) Obsolescence

(6) Portability

(7) Complexity

(8) ANSI Specific

(9) Extensions

general, not important messages
potentially serious warnings about
conditionally initialised variables
warnings about re-entrancy and the use of
DATA statements in sub-programs
warnings about uninitialised variables
warnings on features which depart from PRL
(or user defined) programming style
warnings on features declared obsolescent
and may be removed from the language in a
future ANSI standard
warnings associated with code which has
poor portability implications, such as DO
loops on REAL variables
warnings triggered by computed complexity
metric statistics
warnings on features which are not ANSI
F77 conformant
warnings on language extensions such as
VMS Fortran

A summary line containing the number of warnings found in each
level is added to the report.

Usage :

The reviewer can obtain the listing of selected file(s) with
interlaced warnings message of selected level. This would allow
the reviewer to examine the potential problem area in detail.

Procedure :

1. Select file
2. QAF operation mode: Module Analysis
3. Select Warning Levels
4. Select Show Listing
5. Run QA-Fortran
6. Print listing

Comments:

This feature provides comprehensive warning message about the
software. However/ flexibility exists to allow the reviewer to
select the level base on the relevance to the assessment and focus
on a particular aspect of the software. '
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ID: A012
LISTING WITH INTERLACED WARNINGS

0> QA For t ran . . OPTIONS: - tT >
c\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/W\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/V/\/\/\

-*c\AA/\AAAA/\AAA/\AAA/\AAAAA/\/\AAAAAAA/\/VV\A
c

1> subroutine closc(i)
c
c\AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
e\/\/V/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/W\/\/\/\/\/\/\/W\/\/\/V\/\/V\/\/\/\/\
c

2> inplicit real*8(a-h,o-i)
•* A=4D=(368)

PRL: IMPLICIT IS FORBIDDEN. DECLARE VARIAGLES EXPLICITLY.==

SYNTAX ILLEGAL. A COMMON ANSI EXTENSION. DO NOT USE.==

3> include 'common.blk1
A=8A=(23)

I AH UHABLE TO RECOGNtZE THIS CONSTRUCT I ON.==

c
c \AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
c
c subroutine for contrôlée! closure of flow path out of containment
c
c\AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/>!
c
c- selection of various parts of logic
c ••

c\A/\AAAAAAA/VW\AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
c

<> imp = impairCi )

VARIABLE USED HAS NOT BEEH DECLARED.== f ^ = l e v e l o f Warning
r • —• •"J66 = m e s s a g e number

ou ASSUMING THAT THIS IS A FUNCTION.== ~ U s e r . d e f i n e

*=40=(«33)
VARIABLE USED HAS NOT BEEN DECLARED.==

"=1W=(15)
VARIABLE IS A DUMMY ARGUMENT AND IS NOT
INITIALIZED IN THIS MODULE.==

5> " delay = 2.0d0
*=;D=<433)

VARIABLE USED HAS NOT BEEN DECLARED.==

6> if(rtime.eq.O.OdO) nclose(i)=1
A=«D=(<i33)

VARIABLE USED HAS NOT BEEN DECLARED.==
A=2S=(1)

VARIABLE USED MAY NOT BE INITIALIZED.»

*=6P=SEV5=(177)
.EO. OR .NE. LOGICAL EXPRESSION CONTAINS NON-INTEGERS.
PROBABLE PORTABILITY PROBLEMS. EMBED WITHIN LOGICAL FUNCTION.==

VARIABLE USED HAS NOT BEEN DECLARED.==
A=0W=(75)

STATEMENT FUNCTIONS USED.==
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ID: B012
LISTING WITH INTERLACED WARNINGS (PARTIAL)

Printout
0> QA Fortran .. OPTIONS: -tT >
1> program- testb

c
c
c
c
c the main program sets up the property tables,checks if the header to
c header pressure is required or flow is required or feeder sizing Is to
c be done
c

2> include 'charac.com1
A=8A=<23)

I AM UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE THIS CONSTRUCTION.==

3> include 'control.com'
"=8A=(23)

I AH UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE THIS CONSTRUCT I ON.==

4> include 'critf.com'
A=8A=(23)

I AH UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE THIS CONSTRUCT I ON.==

5> include 'fedrinf.com'
A=8A=<23)

I AH UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE THIS CONSTRUCTION."

6> include 'fulchnl.com'
• *=8A=(23)

I AH UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE THIS CONSTRUCTION.==

7> include 'kfuel.com'
A=8A=(23)

I AM UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE THIS CONSTRUCTION.==

8> include 'inothdr.com'
A=8A=(23)

I AM UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE THIS CONSTRUCTION.==

9> include 'orifdat.cotn'
A=8A=<23)

I AH UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE THIS CONSTRUCTION.==

10> include 'proi
. I "=6A=(23)

I AH UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE THIS CONSTRUCTION.==

8 = level of warning
23 = message number
A = ANSI

11> include 'propt.com'
A=8A=(23>

I AM UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE THIS CONSTRUCTION.
-- further occurrences of this message suppressed (EVALUATION).==

12>
13>
H>
15>
16»
17>
18>
19>
20>
21>

22>

include 'orfdata.com'
include 'extrnl.com'
include 'proplwr.com1

include 'proptlw.com'
include 'cnvrt1.com'
include 'pddata.com'
include 'debugg.com'
include 'bern.com1

include 'ahic.com'
include 'pola.com'

c
c open files
c

open(1,file='tapei',status='unknown')A=6P=S£V5=(222)

i

i sf\rfri tv If
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ID: C012
Listing with Warning Messages

0> QA Fortran .. OPTIONS: -tT >

1> subroutine gaus3d (jpos.kpos,lyr,Icgp.nbgp.a.ci.v.ino.mno.pz.r.rbw
*=8A=(10)

SYNTAX ILLEGAL. ) EXPECTED.==
1, rhs,txm,tym,tzm,txp,typ,tzp,c.ndgp,lg Iiml, Igl im5)

c
Z> include 'ci.cnrn'
3> include 'cerr.cmm'

e '
A> dimension ci(tglim1,6) l

•4DCK7>
00 NOT USE DIMENSION STATEMENT.
DIMENSION ARRAYS DIRECTLY IN TYPE DECLARAT IONS.

S> dimension v(lglim5.7>

DO NOT USE DIMENSION STATEMENT.
DIMENSION ARRAYS DIRECTLY IN TYPE DECLARATIONS.==

6> dimension jpos{*), kpos{*>, lyr(*), lcgp<*>, nbgp<*>, a<*>, c(*),
•4D(147)

DO NOT USE DIMENSION STATEMENT.
DIHENSIOH ARRAYS DIRECTLY IN TYPE DECLARAT IONS.==

*=0U=(136>
ASSUMED-SIZE ARRAYS USED.==

*=OW=C136)
ASSUMED-SIZE ARRAYS USED.==

ASSUMED-SIZE ARRAYS USED.==

•=0W=(136)
ASSUMED-SIZE ARRAYS USED.==

•=0W=(136)
ASSUMED-SIZE ARRAYS USEO.==

•=OW=C136)
ASSUMED-SIZE ARRAYS USEO.==

•=0W=(136)
ASSUMED-SIZE ARRAYS USED.== / 8 = Warn ing L e v e l

I m=Bk=(.9) L *"1 A = ANSI type
SYNTAX ILLEGAL, VARIABLE NAME EXPECTED.== ' ' I 9 = Message number

1ino(*) , mno(*), pz ( * ) , r ( * ) , rbw(*), rhs(*) , txm(*>, tymC*), tzraC*
2) . txpC*), typ(*) , t zp( * ) , ndgp(*)

7> dimension i j 2 (6 ) , ij3(6>
•='.D=(H7)

DO HOT USE DIMENSION STATEMENT.
DIMENSION ARRAYS DIRECTLY IN TYPE DECLARATIONS.==

8> integer ci, rbw
c
c store values.

9? mnn=6*nb
10> do 10 m=1, nb
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ID: 013

Description: User Defined Metrics

To facilitate the addition of user defined checks or metrics by
modifying:

1uservar.awk' - checking algorithm
'usermet.awk' - computation for new metric
'qafuser.ex' - script to activate user defined check and

computation of user defined metric

Usage:

QA FORTRAN supports known generic metrics, however, the AECB
reviewer may identify additional checks and metrics specific for
the application. These additional checks and metrics can be added
to the tool using this facility.

Procedure:

1. Define new metrics/checks by changing 'usermet.awk1 and
1uservar.awk'
2. Write script to support new metrics/checks, rename it
1qafuser'.
3. Select file(s)
4. QAF operation mode: Module Analysis
5. Select Show Statistics and Show Summary
6. Print report

Comments :

This test provides an example of adding user defined checks and
metric.

(a) A new metric is added the compute the Average Path Density
(STAPD).

(b) A check is added to check logical variable naming convention
(ie, look for logical variables which do not begin with "1").
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ID: 13
User defined new metrics

# usermet.awk lastmod 04 May 92 LH
# created 04 May 92 LH
#
# copyright: (c) 1991 Programming Research Ltd
# version: @(#)usermet.awk 1.2
# date: 5/5/92
#
# purpose: produce average path density statistic
#
# history:
# 04 May 92 LH Initial version.
#
# Zero accumulators:
#
BEGIN { count=0; total=0.0 }
#
# Recognise Path Density records and accumulate:
# • •

{ if ($1 == "<S>STPDN")
{ ++count; total+=$NF }

}
#
# Output user metrics:
#
END {

printf"<S>STUSR USER GENERATED STATISTICS....\n";
if (count > 0) printf \

"<S>STAPD Average path density %12.3f\n", \
total/count;

printf "\n\n";

Define the computation for PATH DENSITY
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ID: 13
User defined new metrics
# uservar.awk Uistmod 04 May 92 LH
# created 04 May 92 LH
#
# copyright: (c) 1991 Programming Research Ltd
# version: @(#)uservar.awk 1.2
# date: 5/5/92
#
# purpose: Example to show variable name checking conventions.
# Here, all logical variables must begin with
# I.
#
# history:
# 04 May 92 LH Initial version.
#
# Zero accumulators:
#
BEGIN .{

printf "<USERVAR> USER-DEFINED VARIABLE NAME CHECKS ..\n\n";
}
#
# Look for logical variables which do not begin with "1".
#
{

pos = index($5,"logical");
firstchar = substr($3,l,l);
if ( pos > 0 && firstchar != "1" )

{
#
# logical present in type field but first letter
# ' is not 1. Note the use of the unique record identifier
# <USERERR>.

printf \
"<USERERR> LOGICAL IDENTIFIER %14s DOES NOT BEGIN WITH

L or l.\n",$3;

#
# Any further messages.
#
END {

printf "\n\nn;
}

Define checks for logical variable naming convention
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ID: 13
User defined new metrics

«M/bin/sh
ti qafuser.ex lastmod 04 Hay 92 LH
ti * created 04 May 92 LH
tt
ti copyright: (c) 1991 Programming Research Ltd
ti version: S(#)qafuser.ex 1.2
ti date: 5/5/92
ti
ti purpose: example user extension script
ti
ti usage: v f l i n t < f î l e . f j qafuser ! . . .
ti
ti history:
H 04 Hay 92 LH Initial version.
ti
#set -x

qaf_OutpOt=/tmp/QAF$$
metfics output=/tmp/MET$$
other_oûtput=/tmp/OTHER$$

a
ti Standard input is the full output of qaf...
ti
cat > $qaf_output ,

ti
# This is an example of how user defined metrics can be produced.
# See example.awk for more details...
#
# NOTE THAT THE STATISTICS 0PT10H MUST BE SET SO THAT THE
# <S>ST RECORDS ARE PRODUCED.
ft
r_grep -p'<S>ST' < $qaf_output J awk -f SQAfBIN/usermet.awk \ 1 - _ _ a c t i v a t e PATH DENSITY c o m p u t a t i o n

> $metrics_outpût J

U
ft At this point the qaf output could be checked for:
# identifier naming conventions
# using <VARNAME> records
# metric violations
# using <S>ST records
# and any violations flagged with prlerr. for example, check
ft that no user defined macros contain lower case letters:
#
# KOTÉ THAT THE SYMBOL TABLE OPTION MUST BE SET SO THAT THE
# <VARNAME> RECORDS ARE PRODUCED.

I
I

c a t $ q a f o u t p u t ! r g r e p -p'<VARHAME>' ! s o r t + 2 \ * t • * u i < -i • i • i_t
1 aJiT-f SQÂfBiM/uservar.awk \ ? act ivate check for l og i ca l va r i ab le

. > $other_output j naming convention

ti
ti Standard output should be the full input plus any extra user
ti added data, i.e., extended metrics + other
ti
cat $metrics_output $other_output $qaf_output

ti
ti Tidy up afterwards
ti
rm - f Sqaf_output $metrics_output $other_output

Script to support user define metrics



APPENDIX B

SAMPLE PROCEDURE FOR CREATING USER DEFINED QUERIES

(a) Prior to performing any user defined queries, create files
contain listing with warnings (*.f.met) for each source file
(*.f) using the following commands:

$for i in *.f
>do
>cat $i J v_flint -tT > $i.met
>done

Produce a file containing all computed metrics for all
source files use the following command:

$qafstats *.f > METRIC.a.all

(b) User Queries

1. Query to obtain average, minimum, maximum, total and
module distribution for selected metric (i.e. STCYC -
Cyclomatic Complexity), for all files in sample:

$cat *.met | r_grep -p'<S>STCYC | v_analstat > STCYC

The file STCYC will contain the Cyclomatic Complexity
statistics for all modules in the source file.

2. Query to obtain a report of Module Name/STKNT - Knot
Count:

$cat METRIC.a.all j r_grep -p'<S>STNAM' -p'<S>STKNT'
> stknt

File "stknt" will contain the report of Knot Count for
all modules.

3. Query to obtain only warning messages for a file:

$cat file.f.met j t_sievemess

4. Query for a selected message number (393):

$cat *.met } r_grep -p'<S>STNAM' -p'(393)' > 393

5. Query to obtain INPUT argument statistics on average,
minimum, maximum, total and module distribution in
various intervals:

$cat *.met | r_grep -p'<S>NTINA' | v_analstat > NTINA

The file NTINA will contain the Number of INPUT
Arguments statistics.



APPENDIX C

PRINT GRAPHICS SCREEN PROCEDURE

Procedure to print X-terminal screen (IBM RS6000, AIXTERM,
PostScript Printer):

$xwd -out dmp

- position cursor on window to be printed and click the
mouse

$xpr -device -portrait -scale 2 -out dmp.ps dmp

- printer initialised in postscript mode

$lp -dps dmp.ps

- print the screen dump on the printer


